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Current Legal Tax Service
Decisions
Offers Field
For Lawyer
Foreclosure - Landlord and

:.~

St.lawrence University

260

Dr. Jo seph Klein Urges Law·
yers 10 Awaken 10 New Op·
portunities for Income

ACCOUNTANTS NO BAR

A foreclosure action was commenc- Attorney's Aid Needed D espite
ed, in which the occupants of the
Virtual Monopoly Ohtained
mortgaged premises, who were in posby Old Statute
session by virtue of leases subordinate
to the mortgage, were made parties.
A r eceiver of rents and profits was
.. a ppointed, He applied for and obtained an order fi xing the reasonable
rental value and directing the occupants of the mortgaged premises to
pay the sum so fixed, which sum was
larger than that which they had
agreed to pay.
The Court of Appeals held that a
court is without power to grant such
order, "Until the lien of the mortgage is foreclosed the mortgagee has
n(J paramount title which would j ustify eviction of the occupants or abrogation of the agreements,~' It.should
be noted that the leases 10 thIS case
lvere not a~tacked on the grounds of
lraud.
1
;<
LundJol'll and Tenan t - Summary

--

op~~:f~:s S:~~dpa::~eante~ac~~~~
Iy, in a. lucrative branch of legal
work," said Dr, Joseph J. Klein in an
address sponsored by the Committee
on Lectures of the New York County
Lawyers' Association last week, in
discussing the income tax practice,
the relationship between attorney and

~~c:::-;;~c::. the

BROADCASTS TO OONTL''U~
The Alumni Association of
Brooklyn Law School has an-

nounced the beginning of another series of radio broadcasts
featuring prominent legal authorities, This Legal Forum is
to be presented bi-weekly at
8 P. M. over station WNYC, the
first one to be held Thursday,
January 26.
These broadcasts are a eontinu ance of the program inaugurated last spring and will offer addresses and discussions on
important legal questions.

Law Student
Is Cultured,
Dean Maintains

Fight
Irving Trust
Receiverships

Takes Issues with Prof. Z. Chao
Holds to Conlrary

Healed Discussions at N. Y.
County Lawyers' Association
Meeling Deplore Condilion

REQIDREMENTS ARE MET

TUTTLE IS A PROPONENT

Notes Trend Toward Revival of
General Culture. Rather Than
Specialization

Seeks Legislative Aid to Detennine
Legality of Receiverships
in N ew York

fee, Jr., of Harvard, Who

J Ud leI
- -al R f
e orm pr!;:::o~ i~~u~h~:,~;,~~fte:~~~~
Urge d b y Alger
--

T o Dj scuss Judicial Selection at
State B ar Association
Meeting

POLITICIANS IN CONTROL

Dean Richardson of the Brooklyn Law
School on December 28 maintained
that the ordinary law student was not
ignorant in matters pertaining to _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
" Science, literature or history" due
to the lac~ of cultural edueatio~.
Dean Richardson took exception to

Hays Discusses
::;::::~n ~:f;::o~S~~~;s~o~~~ Extradition La

attorney's place
Dr. Klein stated that the Corporation Excise Act of 1909 was the real
forerunner of OUr prese~t Federal
Revenue Statutes. Expl.aming that
lawyers were slow to r:eahze and t~ke
ad vantage of a lucrative field for Inc?me, he showed how they were. ha~dlcapped at the start by the comphcated F~deral Statutes, ~he .Treas_Ilry :;fficlals placed the entin.- ...m:.
of tax returns on the accountants
Procced.ings
who wer~ l.ooked, to for interpretation
Kos:s et al. v . ARrout, et aI., 260 and admmlstratlOn.
N. y, S. 387. November 15, 193 2,
Points Out Five Fields
The speaker pointed out that in
T~e lease In qUestion contained a 1917 "attorneys began to wake up,
~X::;~~~n ~f t:e el~~~o:hda~td:~:r:~ ~gan to reahze that t'h~y were los-

G
W Al
ho polled a
lar :O'::mbe; of ~~~s ~n the recent
ele:tions as a candidate of the Independent J udges party, has proposed
a plan whereby would be preserved
"the benefits of a more responsible
form of appointment by the Governor
as the responsibl6f,.'l<teap o!.. the State
gove~Ciir,-nrsteatrof~tl la ,
sub·ect however to check by indepen~ent nominati~ns in case appointmenta made by the Governor shouJd
prove unworthy for any reason."
The method of the selection of judicial candidates for office will be the
main topic of discussion at the fifty-

aent with a fair knowledge of genera! cultural subjects," Dean Richardson said, "I hardly know how such
kno wledge may be attained."
The Dean asserted that there is today a general trend to a revival of
cultural subjects, with less stress on

is a matter of sound public policy,"
said Arthur Garfield Hays in an interview with a Justinian reporter.
"Certainly, if a 'criminal were a citizen of the United States and some
foreign country demanded his extTa~
dition, there. WOUld. be a tremendous

landlord, exercising his option, term. mterpretation of the revenue laws and
to membel'S of the bar that phase of
::~~~~s:~ :~~~::~::rgshetoco:.:: tax p~actice which involved representatlOn bef ore the Revenue Bureau.
cover possession of the property.
.Dr. Klein con~nued by saying that
p~~~~:iC!~althCeO~:~~m~~~ !~: chents are turmng to the accountant

problems concerning the administration of justice, and leaders of the
Bar wi]] debate the question of judicial candidates.
Mr, Alger, stating that there is no
higher function which a Bar Associa-

two colleges and universities throughout the country were represented,
Forty-two per cent of these students
had Bachelor of Arts degrees, denotjng four years of general arts educabon . The requirements of the law

ground and system of ~umshment between states may be qUite as great as
~tween that of nationalities . "There
IS" O? the surface, no reason ,why a
cnnu~al sh~uld h~ve. refuge many
s~tel:f he IS a cnmmal. B.ut acea-

tee on curriculum of the Association
of American Law Schools, which held
a three day session in Chicago at the
end of December, th~t 6.0 percent of
law student~ are la~kmg m the kno,:ledge of SCience, hterature and hls-

tory.
Less Specialization T oday
"If from two to four years of study

~i!1J' to equip

6 ' ebo,

i

I-

mentioned provision is a condition
subsequent and not a conditional limitation, Summary proceedings will
not lie for a breach of a condition
subsequent. The landlord is relegated
to an action of ejectment.
1rIo~ogUgellee _ Abatement _ Public
Pollcy

v. Storms, 200 N. Y. S, 335.
Nove",ber 16,1982.
Plaintiff and defendant's decedent,

DOlllre!l

~::~ ~::u: t~; :::::; t~o:t ~: tion can exercise than to perform a
accountant is the specialist in thIS POSltlV~ rather than a negatIVe m~
field and will be able to aid thcm in ~:~sts~~J:::c~~~:d::::, h~~~ev:~
a more efficient manner.
d . bl
rt'ty f
if t'
In illustrating the manner in which a ml~a ~ oppo urn
?l' e ec Iveness, Its mfluence depen~mg. upo~ the
he would have lawyers assume a charact.el' of the organizatIon Itself
(Continued on. Page 7)
(Continued on Page 2)

Means of Choosing Judicial Nominees
To B. e Debated A t State Bar Meeting

both residents of New York, wore in·
volved in an accident in Pennsylvania.
~ .statute of Pennsylvania pennits the
. .
inJured party to maintain an action
The fiftY-Sixth annual meeti~g . of
for personal injuries against the ex- th.e New York State Bar As~oclatton
ecutor or administrator of the de-- Will be held on Thursday, Friday and
ceased wrongdoer. In this action ~at~day,. J:nua?th26 'B 27 a.;~h 28C.~t
plaintiff seeks to enforce that statue ssocla on 0
e ar 0
e lY
tory right of action.
of New York.buildin g , ,42 West 44th
The Appellate Division, Fourth De- Street to conSider and d.l~uss ~urrent
partment, one Justice dissenting, re- ~ro~lems of the admllllstration of
versed a judgment of the Trial Court Justice.
..
dismissing the complaint. The appelThe, first session WIll be opened at
late court held that the action is - a two .0 clock, Thursday aftemoon by
transitory one and is not contrary to PreSIdent Sea~ury to h:ar the reports
our public policy. Had this accident of,the Executive ?om~mttee, the ~moccurred in New York, plaintiff's mlttees on NommatlOns and Gnevcause of action would not have SUr- aoces and of' the Treasurer,
.
,
To Debate Questions
;::~ al~n:, ::r:;:::r ~ ::~~~ffi~:': On Friday mo~ing at ~ine--thirty!
to show that it i s : inst our ublic l~e order of busmess, will be conpolicy to enforce the~oreign ri Pht of ti~u~. At h~1f past eight Honorable
acti
"C rts
d i g th· WIJllam D, MItchell, Attorney·General
doo:an'unles~uhe]~ '~o:l~o~i~l= so:: of the United ~tates will deliver the
fundamental principle of justice, some annual address, 10 the ballroom of the
prevalent conception of good morals, W~ldorf Asto~la.
some d _ ted tr d·ti
f th
The QuestIOn of the Method of
com
eep ~,
a I on 0
e Selection of Judicial Candidates for
mon wea .
Office" has been selected as the main
(Continued on Page 8)
topic for discussion. Leaders of the

.
:Sal' are to debate the q~estlOn followl~g a rep~rt on the subject by ~ spe·
clal committee h~aded by Frcdenck R.
C;uder;. 'dThls ~teport W1U be preth~nt€:
on n ay a emoon at two· uty
o'clock.
To Hold ,Annual Dinn er
A paper on 'Bankruptcy Law" is
~ be read. by J~me s N. Rosenberg,
~u~ene Rames Will read a paper on
Eighteen Years Under the Workm~n's Compensation Act,.. Harry D,
Nuns, a member of the State COrn~ission. for t~e Administration of Jusbce, Will dehver an address on some
of the s ubjects which are under consideration by the Commission.
The annual dinner is to be held in
the Waldorf Astoria on Saturday
evening January 28th at seven
o:clock. ' President Seab~ry will preSide and addresses will be delivered
by Chief Judge Pound of the Court
of Appeals, Dr. Annistead M, Dobie,
Dean of the Law Faculty of the Uni.
\ t'rsity of Virginia, and Martin Conhey of New York,

(Continued

OIl

Page

S)

La,v Curricu
- Iurn
At Ya Ie Altered
Individual Investigation of Le·

gal Problems Extended
to Two Years

Under a new plan, announced De-cember 31 by Dean Charles E. Clark
of Yale Law School, students in that
school will be permitted to devote
two-thirds of their three year course
for the degree of bachelor of law to
the individual investigation of legal
problems. This plan will give the
students almost complete freedom
from fOITJllal courses and lectures,
"After the fi rst term of the first
year," explain~ Dean Clark, "a student may take two-thirds of his entire course in this manner under the
concurrent direction of two members
of the facult ."
«
..
y
.
Wlthm two weeks of the opemng
of school," th~ D~an continued, " stu·
klents are be&'lnm~g to do for the.m~Ives ~e very krnd of work Whl~
they WIll be called upon to do m
dive practi:e, It is e~scn~,ially a
rocc.ss of domg by l ea.rm~g.
ThiS general reor~lllzabon of the
content of the curnculum has been
ade to emphasize the functional aproach in law. "The changing con(Continued on Page 8)

r

Corporate r eceiverships were vigor~
ously denounced at a meeting of the
New York County Lawye rs Association recently held in the Auditorium
of City College. After short ad~

Beer, president of the Federal Bar
Association of New· York, New
Jersey and Connecticut in which it

Sound Public Policy for Gover.
nor to Use Discretion
in Such Cases

was strongly urged that a close examin ation be made of the rule by which
the Irving Trust Co. has been appointed standing receiver and trustee
BURNS CASE IS CITED for bankruptcies in the So'\thern
"The exere'.,e of Gube·rn.!on.a] d,.s. District.
i,)l::".~~lIlllS ... ,h "\_~rii_+, ",=:- J

~~~§}~~~ef~t,~~?~~f~ ~n~~·:~1~~:~i~~~f£~:i ~t~n!~:!§~~lfcg~f€~~!~ ::~~?ti~~~E~~:~;~~r; :~:¥Ji:~~~~;:;~~~:~;

/

BUREAU URGES

COOPERATION WITH
PLACEMENT DEP'T

;~~~c s:t~~Z::~tufnn ~;a::m:~~

y
where the crime has been committe~
is so grossly weig~ted a~inst the offender that fear IS occasIOned lest a
fair tria.l be denied, or the charge is
not uni versally considered justifiable
as a crime, or extradition is demanded for some ulterior purpose."

__"'-_uU""

''''d..u"!",,,,,,_ _ , , _

Irving Trust Co. was made
ent system, which Mr. Beer in his
address claims, is depriving the legal
profession of its right to practice.
He said that years of inactivity on
the part of lawyers has made it possible for the present system to grow,
and, as a result we now have COrporations such as banks and trust
companies giving legal advice and
managing estates. This deplorable
condition has prevailed for the past
twenty-five years, and can only be
changed by a concerted and continued
effort on the part of the profession,
he claimed.

Corporations Inefficient
F rom the fact that the banks have
often failed to fully and properly settle bankruptcy claims and have tied
up millions in assets, he drew the

conclusion that corporate receivers
are not as efficient

8S

individual re-

ceivers and trustees. He concluded
his talk with an appeal to the as-

Cites Bu rns Case
sembled meeting to stamp out "JusContinuing, Mr. Hays cited the
tice, Inc." as he tennoo the Irving
Bums case. "It is difficult . to con·
Trust Co.
~~::
~~~~:.,;;\ayn~;a~tu~~U~~ \V, R. Montgomery, Chainnan of
Burns. It might have satisfied the the Committee on Bankruptcy, spoke
dignity of the state of Georgia," he in opposition to the proposal of Mr.
said, "but certainly there was no rea- Beer. He olfcre<l a different resoluson to demand that he be returned tion which suggested that the various
local bar associations and business
to \~~:nCht~~ ~::!:or of Geor.na re- organizations appoint committees to
c·
(Continued on Page 8)
fused to return Percy J, Fuller to
New York on request, the Governor
felt that the criminal machinery
being used as an instrument for
IN TIDS ISSUE
collection of a private debt,
cases where extradition has
Contempt or Perjury?-By Victor Roudin, Esq....... Page 3

:.::

State Tax Laws-By Bernard
S. Barron, Esq...
Page 3
I mmigration E vils and Reme5ies
- By Nathan Sinkman, Esq.
Page 4
Pardoning Powe r of PresldentBy Dr. Maurice L. Hart.
Pa~e 4
Illegal Practices by Ndtarier-.
By Daniel Gutman, Esq.
Page 5
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an impersonal, machine-like process. As we understand it, however, the question is not one of
desirability but one of accuracy. And it seems
to us that any concept of the formulation .of a
(M. s. B.)
decision which does not recognize the highly important factor of the psychological make-up of
"A sign 108~ feet long and 50 feet
the judge--or, if you will, his "personality" or
"emotional reactions"-is not in accord with our high containing a perfect likeness or
picture of a Durham bull, painted on
present psychological and legal information.
the side of a store,. is not 50 immodest or indecent as to prevent the
IMPRISONMENT FOR DEBT
most fastidious or refined lac:ijes from
-visiting such store." Shiverick v .
Most of us look with horror on the mediaeval Gpnning Co" 58 Neb. 29, 78 N. 'V .
practice of imprisoning debtors, but despite this Re p. 460.
fact there is still one form of debt for which m en
may be incarcerated. The alimony debt, still re"A .'paranoic' is one who has a.
mains as one of the crudest weapons woman is mania for litigation and im ungovemlegally permitted to wield. The theory behind able des" •• and an"'ety 10 c_ su"'ess~
......
~....
the use of such a weapon is contempt of court. ful. This species of lunacy or mania
. Failing to pay alimony, whether or not the man is more common among attorneys than
can afford to, is a direct affront to the judiciary, litigants." Bateman v. Ryder, 106
resulting in an enforced stay in jail. A trial is Tenn. 712, 64 S. W. Rep. 48.

A. J. Solomon
Frank Hitcheoek

rnr~e~II;A=~ld~~~~I:.tlN~ ::'~e~~'SPb~r~'g~ig:&

- - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - --1
LEGAL PRAGMATISM
-,-

Hoots in the Roots
Of the Law

not accorded the husband, be is summarily imprisoned and must so remain until he either
posts a bond 0W3ys. Whil e he is in jail the
alimony accrues and when h e is released his wife,
or ex-wife, may have him resentenced for nonpayment of the alimony which accrued while he
was in i-::I il. Although the law permits a man to
r

As Professor Walter B. Kennedy observes in be sentenced for no mOre than six months for
his admirable Men or Laws in the current issue this offense, many unfortunates have had to idle
of the Brooklyn Law Review, "th e jurist it pen- away their time for many years in jails because

• *

• • •

01 the present system.

assumption that ours is a government of laws,
and not of men, is not in accord with the observable events in the legal world. He suggests,
indeed, that we abandon that assumption and accept; tentatively at least, the postulate that "The
.,
hum.an element in the administration of J1.!st1ce
- .1' - ' .
" H e" ( - I j'Wsor Tqld.L ... ...
:z;fothschtld, to CIte another but more restramed
critic of legal certainty, in his extremely able

sessions of the legislature providing for a com- cy, it is all wrong; but, if bankruptc:y
mission or special officials to thoroughly inves- produces matrimony, it is all right."
tigate the financial status and income of divorce In re Steed, 107 Fed. Rep. 682, per
defendants. Under this scheme, defendants c1aim- Purnell, J.
ing that they could neither pay nor give bondst or
• • • • •
.
f
Y t
ld b t
l
secunty or pa men wou
e p~ on P:~' ~
'I natural.lake is p roperty, h~it
~Io...,..'"- ~
""l...~ \:....,..0· ..1-...... f""P0&'.J.o.~ .... tty 0-£ ... ~..... ... . not ah~u~b~ildin!i"" a%m . v.
mg to then busmess so that they could afford to
g
pay reasonable alimony.
Lambrecht, 3 Pa. Co. Ct. 323, per

Men. or Laws in the initial number of the Brooklyn
LaW' Review, takes the position that it 'is now
quite accepted that the statement that this is a
. government of laws, a nd not of men, is a state-

While languishing in jail the defendant is
certainly an economic waste. If he could not pay
the alimony when jailed, he surely cannot be expected to meet curren't obligations for his own
support or for the mainte~ance of any other
person.
In order to avoid this situation, "The Justinian" favors the passage of a bi11 in the coming

. .-:.J

Arnold, J.

THE BAR SPEAKS
-In passing resolutions disapproving in no

un~

Olen't "merely of an ideal, and not the formulation
of a dynamic principle."
It is extremely interesting, therefore, to note
Professor Kennedy,'s cO,ntention that strict adher~
d
11
d
th
I
d d eence to prece .ent IS sU t~- 'a y e ru e •. a~
parture from It the excepuon; and that It IS the
over-emphasis of th~ unusual departures which
has led the pragmatist to the erroneous conc1usion that certainty is not the "general order of
things legal."
It seems difficult to agree with Professor Kennedy. Of course, cases where a court, in the interests of justice, or to satisfy public clamor, or
a public need, openly overrules precedent or drastically modifies well-settled rules are in the small
minority. These are the unusual departures. But

certain terms the practice which has obtained for
several years in the United States District Court
of the Southetn Distric!t of New York under
which the Irving Trust Company has bee~ acting

the legal pragmatist cannot, and does not, rely
upon them either for his sole authority or .r~r :is
sole illustrations. As Professor Rothsehll
as
said, even in the ordinary case between private
parties, involving issues of no direct public interest, the judge's emotional reactions, conscious
or subconscious. will determine or help determine
his · decision, In the light of modern pSychologi~
cal studies, it is difficult to understand how the
judge, being human, can escape the influence of
his uemotional reactions," his "hunches," "intui
don" or notions of "abstract justice:'
The mere fact that a judge's decision is supported by formal legal reasoning or is backed by
an opinion bristling with citations is no evidence
tha t the decision was the product of that reasoning or a natural result of the force and authority
of those citations. The good reason, as James
Harvey Robinson reminds us, is so very often
not the r eal reaSQn. A member of an appellate
court once told Jerome Frank that the chief
justice said to him after the argument of a case,
"'"W"e'll hav e to lick that plaintiff somehow and it's
up to you to find some theory and authorities
that will h elp us do it."
There is something extremely comforting and
attractive about a theory of decision-making as

emasculate the resolution under the guise of an
"amendment." This so-ca'l1ed amendment, however justified by r ules of parliamentary procedure, was really a counter-resolution, 0pPQsed to
the original resolution both in spirit and effect.
Th e group sponsoring the "amendment" sought
to put the New York County L awyers Association squarely behind the following "basic principles": first, "It should be the aim of all procedure in receiverships to administer the estates in
sucili a manner as may be most efficient and
economical"; and second, "Appointments of re~
ceivers in all cases should be made for this purpose, and this alone, without regard to whether
receivers so appointed are corporations or individuals and whether there be one or several."
The amendment then provided for an investigation, which would inevitably result in a great
deal of unnecessary delay.
The Association, however, refused to be satisfled merely with repeating and reaffirming trite
and obvious basic principles.
Now that the New York County Lawyers
Association has so definitely gone on record, we
may expect to see other Bar Associations pass
live resolutions equally full of purpose and
meaning.

as the ofiichll standing Receiver in bankruptcy
cases, the New York County Lawyers Association served notice that it has abandoned the practice too often followed by bar associations of
"pulling their punches" in' controversies which
vitally affect the Bar. The Association is to. be
congratulated on the position it has taken in this
matter and on the definite manner in which it
went on record against corporate receiverships.
At the special meeting at which the resolutions were passed, a group apparently interested
in continuing the present situation sought to

https://brooklynworks.brooklaw.edu/justinian/vol1933/iss1/1

THE SELECTION OF JUDGES
By GEORGE lV. ALGH:R, Esq.

that power to an individual. A middie ground is doubtless more practical. This middle ground should be
a method which pre~rves the benefits of a more responslble form of ap1>ointm~nt by the Governor as the
respon~lble head of the ~t~~e governrecent eleetion indicares a thorough- ment, Instead of by poht~clans, subIy aroused public interest in the gen- jed, however, to check by md~pendcnt

(Continued /'rO'ln Page 1)
and its reputation for disinterested
supervision.
1\:11'. Alger's statement follows:
'l'h~ method of selecting judges is
more in the public mind at the moment than it has been for years. The

enl subject, an interest, moreover,
which should not be lost but be maintained. Everyone agrees that our
present method is in effect an appointive system but that the. appointments normally made are made by
politicians as a reward for political
service or for favors received, or for
other reasons which have nothing to
do with the character or ability of
the judge himself. The recent Brook-

nominatiol!s in case appomtments
made by the Governor prove unworthy
for any reason.
Governor Should Nominate
If we confer upon the Governor, in
addition to the power to make interim
appointments, the power to make
nominations for judicial office, and
then require that the nominees for
judicial oft1ce bear no party label, we
shall huve made a substantial step

!:;'d~~~:o~~o~~~e~:r~~~~ inf;hi: !~~:;:dfor Tj~~~i:~~~l!i:::es:on:a;:~

independent list' of judicial nominees ing under the star or the eagle, no
opposed to a list selected by a d(!al straight ticket. If the public has a
between the Republican and Demo- list of nominees bearing no party emcratic political leaders and without blems and one of these li sts is identiany real participation even by the fied by carrying the statement that
judiciary committees of their own the candidate is nominated by the
political organizations. The so-called Governor, the voter will have a real
• " * • •
Hofstadter-Steuer "deal" is still fresh dmnce to make intelligent selection.
"It is not error to instruct the jury in the public mind and nearly 300,000 He w ill then either accept the Govto use common sense."
People v. ~::~:r:t~:~ were registered at the . ~~~r'~ik:I~7:~ti~~, ~~i~ ~t ~::~
Kell y, 132 Cal. 430, 64 Pac. Rep. 563.
We all agree, lawyer and layman obliged to ma~e. a ~cr8Qnal selection
" • • • •
alike, that the system is wrong. The from the remammg hst. I se~ no rearesults on the whole are bad, with son why there should ~ot be , If ncces"The wisdom of the common law is occasional exceptions and that the sary, further nominatlOns than those
so profound as to be quite undis- general quality of our justice through made by the Governo~. If f~r ~ny
<;ernible." Illinois etc., R. Co. v. John- the court·s is not what it should be reason the Governor s nommatI?n
son, 77 Miss. 727, 28 So. Rep. 753.
largely because the judges themselves should be bad, .then: should ~ a dls• • • •
do not measure up to the demands tinct opportumty given to mterpose
"If matrimony produces bankrupt- of the judicial office.
~oo~e:;::,n~r:~~el;:m~::t~~t~ b:et::

"For a man to swear while trying
to buUcln his shirl-collar is not w be
regarded a s a symptom of softening
of the brain." Keithley v. Keithley,
85 Mo. 217, per De Armond, C.

dulum has been swinging away from the belief
that the law is composed of hard-and-fast prinh
ciples" and is veering towards the belief that t e
strictly human element plays an important, if
not dominant role, in the formulation of the legal
decision.
Evidence of that change is not lacking. In a
recent issue of .the Cornell Law Quarterly,
Jerome Frank asserts that the ·fundamental legal

r
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"No man's life, liberty or property
are safe while the legislature is in

~.~Si~:r

Anonymous, 1 Tuck. (N.
• • • • •

as

System Too Radical
An appointive system by which
judges are appointed by the Governor,
subject to confirmation by the Senate,
is pe~haps too radical a s~p to be
practICable. We have a few Instances
ia w:Q i~h..1he tl;leore,Yicp.l power of t~e
I
bl
ffi.
h bee
~~~~~e~ :s e~ k~~n~e~~c:: suei:.
as the higher judicial offices by giving

~:at~:e l:;ts~:cce~~~ a~:~~~:te:;~~:~
judicial nominatiolls by two political
bosses. The only effect would be, and
it is important that the advantage
of the party l~bel would be taken
from political organizations in case ' . . . . . . .
they chose to lL.'lpose the G_vernor's ,}
"'

"'i

nomination a~d their nominees would
(Contmued on Page 3)
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Llttlo Rock, Al'k.- The first enTowanda, Pa.. _ Herbert Patton,
forcement of a law appa.rently few Stevensville fanner, wants to go to
jail "to satisfy my neighbors."
people knew was on the statute books
He pleaded guilty to setting fire to
-that prohibiting betting on elec- some woods yestcTday.
tion s-had come to light today with
"Tell us about it," said the Court.
the remission by Governor Purnell of
"1 can't, I didn't set fire to them,"
a $50 fine imposed upon Dr. C. M. Patten answered. "But my neighPeeler, of White County.
bors won't be satisfied until I'm locked
The record did not show what elec- up."
t ion Dr. Peeler wagered on, but he
The Court refused to pass sentence.
lost, The record recited that some
'Vest Chester, l~a.-Judge W. Butof his "unfriendly" neighbors decided ler Windle issued a pennanent injuncto have the 1911 statute enforced, but tion today restraining operation of
Dr. Peeler beat them to it and pleaded the Sky Haven Airport.
"The court cannot take judicial cog- guilty.
Judge Windle said that "planes may
nizance of the fact-if it be a fact--not operate without regard to the
that 'Gun \Va' is the Chinese synonym
Houst.oll. Tex,-Deputy Prohibition rights of other people."
for 'Smith'." U. S. v. Smith, 45 Fed. Adm inistrator C. H. Kellog halted his
RoUle, It.ul y. - Premier Mussolini
Rep. 476, per Jenkins, J.
automobile at a stoplight. His load
of confiscated whiskey .and beer rat- paid a compliment to the Italian lawyers
today a.t their national conven• • • • •
tied loudly.
tion by ascribing to them a place
"It is not a ground for a new trial,
" \Vhat you got in there?" asked an- higher than that of the poets and
that the jury in a murder case were other motorist.
philosophers who produced the Renai
taken to church and allowed to hear
"A little beer and whiskey," replied sance. The honor, he said, was du
the lawyers oocause they had revived
a lecture on Doubting Thomas." State Kellog.
the Roman law. Rome, he added
v. Kent, 5 N. Oak. 516, 67 N. W.
"Better look out, for old man Kel- would have been less. great if it hod
Rep. 1052.
log will get you," was the warning. not been for its law.
"He wouldn't take my car, would
he'?" asked the agent.
Evanston, nI.-Harry H. Porte
"Under our benignant system of
"Take your cail Why he'd even walked up to Harry H. Porter in th
government . .. . .... correspondence is
latter's police court and said:nearly as cheap as talk." From a take his grandmother's car."
"Don't let the similarity in name
The green light went on, so did
charge to Grand Jury, Chase's Dec. KeUog.
influence you Judge; I'm guilty an
263, per Chase, C. J.
should be fined ."
J udge Porter acconunodated h'
Detroit, :m ch,- It looked as if Wil- with a $5 fine.
A tra.ffic violation was the fine.
"Water is land." Northern Pac. liam Van Winkle had solved that perplexing question of what to do with
R . CO. v. Carland, 5 Mont. 14.6, 3 Pac.
used safety razor blades-until his
Port of Spain, Tr1n1dad.- The matRep. 134.
neighbor went to court about it.
rimonial courts here will charge $10
•• •
The short-lived solution came to for the first two hours of hearings
" An elevated railroad is not an ~::\;;~~i;~~;; !j:!:~o;~::::n~ in divorce cases and $2.50 an hour
afterward, according to the rules'
electric-lighting plant." Bly v. Edi- ing Van Winkle from using his yard made
by the judges for the opening
son Electric Illuminating Co., (N. Y. as a dumping ground for razor blades of the first divorce courts in the his
~02). 64 N.E. Rep. 745, per Haight, J.and broken bottles.
tory of Trinidad on January 1.
"Where two men are hanged at the
tim the fact that on shakes
same
e,
e
his legs after the other has become
quiet is evidence of survivorship."
Broughton v. Randall, Cro. Eliz. 502 .
• • • • •
U jA
te
t 'f ,. 't uld
the s;::e a!~~:t;~a~~'~" w;ilIin:~:
Metropoli tan Life Ins. Co., 70 Vt. 477,
41 At!. Rep. 516.
• ... • • •

2
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STATE TAX LAWS
By BERNARO S. BARRON

State tax legislation is, of neces·
sity, involved. Its complexity in·
creases when the taxing power seeks
to reach domestic corporations doing
business within and without the State.
Such law must be carefully planned
so that it keeps clear of the reefs and
shoals of constitutional limitations.
To one engaged in daily practice in
the presentation of tax matters the
divergently opposite methods employed by the Federal Internal Revenue Department and the State Tax
Commission are most striking. The
Federal agency pennits a full and
fair contest of assessed taxes and reno
ders complete information as to the
method and manner of assessment before compelling payment. The State
method does not.
Under Section 9A of the State Tax
Law the State has the power of tax·
:ing (among others) dQmestic corporations doing business both inside and
outside the State of New York. Th.r:!
formula and method of computing this
tax is speci fically prescribed in Section 214 of the Law. Of necessity,
any such legislative formula must be
arbitrary, but if the formula, though
arbitrary in concept is reasonable in
principle no complaint can be found
with it. The New York Statute in
addition to laying down a fonnula
also gives to the State Tax Commig.
sion the right (Section 211) "to equitably adjust the tax upon the basis
of corporate activity or the business
done within and without the state
rather than upon capital or assets employed ••• if ....... the segregation of
assets shown by the report docs not
properly retlect the corporate activity
or business done, or the income eamed from the corporate activity or from
business done in this state because of
the character of the corporation's business and the character and location
of its assets."

Try to I ncrease Revenues
The State Tax Commission composed of admirably able officials, in a'
commendable desire to increase. as
greatly as possible, the revenues of
the State has very often disregarded
the fonnula provided in Section 214
of the Tax Law and has instead in.
voked the so-called "equitable proviso
ions" of Section 211 of the Law. It
might be added that this use of the
lIequitable provision" has invariably
resulted in an increase of the amount
of the tax payable by the corporation.
]n a recent case presented to the
Court of Appeals this "equitable p~
vision" of Section 211 was attacked
on constitutional grounds:
(a) That the power to tax was
vested solely in the Legislature and that to grant
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Our A limony System
nachronism
A nd a Disgrace, Says Irving Aaron

The present alimony system provides no leeway in times of dcpres·
to the State Tax Comrnis·
sion, said Irving Aaron, prominent at·
sion the power to impose a
tomey in an interview with a Justin·
tax or method of computa·
ian reporter. Its rigidity, unaffected
tion not prescribed by the
by hard times, slack seasons or unLegislature, was, in effect,
employment makes no distinction be-a delegation of the taxing
tween a willing but unfortunate
power.
debtor and a willful defaulter. The
(b) That the section in ques·
laws are designed for the latter class
tion was ambiguous and
and those in the first category arc
laid down no definite rule
enmeshed in toils created for the un·
or method of computing the
willing debtor, he said.
tax.
He feels that the presiding judge
-Upheld by Appellate Court
should be given greater discretion on
These contentions were upheld by
the Court of Appeals and in the par·
ticular case in question, the tax as be materially reduced, he said. and
computed under the legislative form- temporary alimony and counsel fees
ula and as set forth in Section 214 so reduced as to compel plaintiffs to
of the Law. was imposed.
conscientiously litigate their actions
It is the consideration of State prac· to final disposition.
tice in these cases, however, which I
In
desire particularly to present here.
Under the Law a taxpa)'er must first of fixing alimony payments of any
pay the tax (no matter how unjust nature, the same careful scrutiny
or arbitral'y it may be) before he call should be made of the plaintiff's in·
complain. He must then within n come, position and ability to support
specified time present a fonnal appli· herself partially or in toto, as is now
cation for revision to the State Tax made of the husband's financial
Commission and have a hearing status. With both financial standings
thereon. If the State Tax Commis- as a basis, the alimony should be
sion does not grant the requested re- equitably fixed.
lief the taxpayer must post a bond
Mr. Aaron stated that the original
for costs in the sum of $500 and then purpose of the law was to prevent
sue out a writ of certiorari in the
Supreme Court of Albany County. If marital disruption from casting

is an anachronism, a throwback, a
disgrace to our modem civilization.
In ancient days debts were punish·
able by death. Later, this was mitigated and imprisonment took its place.
Now, it was pointed out, civilization
has done away with this evil and but
few traces remain. Incarceration for
alimony arrears, however, does re-main, and the fair·minded citizenry
and the bench and bar are convinced
that it, too, must be relegated to the
limbo of outmoded punishments."
It was asserted that it was neces·
sary to analyze the background and

CONTEMPT OR PERJURY?'
Dy H eron ROUDJN. Esq.

11l===== ==================;!I

~~~;n~e~~~:.ni~:i~r~~~:::~a!~o~ll~ ~:~:~!n~ ~;a;::e i~~iV~~~bt:dr~~
actions in sentencing alimony debtors.
Religious faith, family circumstances,
personal feelings. temper and condi·
tion of health aU have a bearing on
the administration of this archaic law.

al~h:~~eJi~~Yf!~lC~~~urposc ~:s~ftsa:e:i!t~~d ~~ :~:t~~~u~;~

the writ is granted (and it always is
if the papers are jurisdictionally correct and in proper form) the return
or case is made in the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court, Third
Department on printed papers and
briefs and presented there in the same
manner as an appeal from the Supreme Court. It is quite apparent
that this method is expensive and as
against the taxpayer of small means
a very cil'ective method of compelling
him to submit to the assessment with·
out recourse to the courts.

Taxes Refunded
Should the taxpayer be-sueees
in Court the refund is paid to him
by the State Tax Commission if it
has funds available. ]n no event,
however, does the Taxpayer collect in.
terest on the amount of the recovery,
no matter how · arbitrary, inequitable
or unjust the imposition an~ coHec·
tion of the tax was in the first instance. This practice has not been
without judicial criticism. The Federal Courts have at times been in·
voked to restrain collection of the tax
on the ground that the legal remedy

are unduly sympathetic to the wives
who, at times present such tragic
tales via affidavits that "East Lynne"
pales by comparison. Of course, many
women present true cases of hard.
ships. But. avers Mr. Aaro{ls, incarceration in jail is non-productive,
neither party benefits. Of what use,
therefore, to continue this malignant
system when its original purposes no
longer exist.
COli Jlo Is Praised

When is a witness who answers "I mony is not a bona fide effort to an·
don't remember" guilty of refusal to swer the questions at all." (U. S. v.
answer?
Appel. 211 Fed. 495, approved by the
The law is settled that a wit- U. S. Supreme Court 1n Ex Parte
ness who gives such an answer, Hudgings, 249 U. S. 348); and Judge
though he perjures himself. is not Hand (in Re Cantor et als., 215 Fed.
guilty of a refusal to answer, ('onsti. 61), put it very well when he f.aid
tuting a contempt. That subject is that the case must be so plain that
any further attempt to examine the
dis c u sse d a t
witness would be a farce; so obvious
length in the New
that any observer present could see
York Law Jour·
nal of March 7,
Cor himself that the witness was not
answering, but merely trifling with
1932, and in 11
the prOceeding.
Amer. Law Re~
The borderline is a very difficult
ports 342.
one for the courts. rt must be drawn
The case usually cited as authorvery closely in order to make judicial
ity for the pro~r
tyranny impossible. ' Unless the matter inquired into is so obviously in' the
sition is Matter
V. Roudin
witness' power to answer that the
of Silberman v.
Econopouly, 177 App. Div. 97, and the court may take judicial notice of the
court there decided that where the fact that he knows the answer, the
judgment debtor in supplementary court cannot punish for contempt.
proceedings did not truthfully an·
swer some of the questions asked
of him, that he nevertheless could not
be convicted of contempt. Judge Lell·
man, while citing in the Appellate
Term in the First Department, fol·
lowed the rule in Moynihan v. De-

============
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the children. made provision for their were pronounced and most helpful.

punishing the ",tness

Notable Dissent Cited

support. by the husband. The laws He attacked the matrimonial calendar senTtshewreh"~havea_befern~twueOntlnyo:a"~~de. dbiuS t
had their birth in an age when the with considerable vigor and, through
...'" ""'1.
.. " '
equality of the sexes was unknown strenuous effort, brought it up to date are not followed. (Mieli v. Acierno,

~:~e.~e

sole "breadwinner was the
Continuing, the speaker said that the
original purposes of the laws are fo rgotten in their present use. j'Demand·
ing wives and conniving attorneys
have employed them to harass the
unfortunate divorced husbands to
such an extent every .Iast
must
be sllrr~e<U,Q.~ a'@l;lr.ilm£.-ljt',mands.and th~n, with funds depleted
and fnends ahenated by the constant
~rouble a?d pers~.ution, incarcer~~on
m t~e ahmo~y lall faces the WIlhng
but Impoverished debtor."
System Disgraceful
He held that "the alimony system

"hOO1;c:;'::w~:t:nh=::ei~~reased
greatly in the past thirty years.
Requirements Increased

cr:~ts1~:reon~:c::~y:~h:d:l!:?0~

~~r~~: ,!:~!i~; ~~em:::~~:s'ne~;~ CMl:"~SCP.=3~2s;c6·.ana8~2d·e~:,.rsgu"odne~b~yio:J'U~dYgeer:'KUdol!h~ otobtlaa,.wnedSCh"nOOtl:"oTyh::sc~~d~~g::~oo~
.

paper statements and announcements
...
...
in which the judge repeatedly said, in in the City Court.)
substance, that he would not further
But what happens when the wit.
countenance any fonn of the alimony
racket in the Tribunal in which he ~:s:n:::r~~ odro~!s r~::f~? to ~~~
t
d h
h
swe:c? If we ask him what his name
is and
tells us he
..... t'emem, ~nte1iite'~hclt-'?i'tt~\i!f'Wf\Wh1i'a'1Je:.
·-it·~ll; 0 r<r'pfoba~""'W:t]~'
faulted in alimony payments, unless I I '
f
I to
th'tsuch defaults were willful. He could ~::sr !e~e~ ~:~ng th~n::~-;-,,/ d:'t
not, he felt, lend his office to a per- remember" in lieu of "I won't an.
petuation of the system whereby will. swer." But suppose we ask him what,
ing but unfortunate debtors would be he did last July 7. Perhaps he reo
imprisoned for non·payment of what members, because it may be an impor·
is no more than financial obligation. tant date in his mind, and the events
of that day are safely stored away
in his memory. Can the court charge
him with contempt for refusal to an·
swer? In order to find him guilty of
contempt, the court would have to
By GEOR GE W. ALGER, Esq.
decide as a fact whether or not the

pe~~y

Culture in Law
Dean Maintains

:v~s a~oul~ a~ot ~s~:~t:t:\:~

h~
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Th e Selection of Judges
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Later the requirements were raised to
three yea.rs of high school, later to
four years, still later one year of college, and now two years of college
must be completed before. a student
is
tnr~_~
"..
.. . . ____ ~_~n~
for some knowledge of cultural subjects, in spite of Professor Chafee's
statement to the contrary."
The Association's report, Dean
Richardson explained, may lead to an
attempt to increase the requirements
for admission to law schools. due to
the fact that the legal profession is
overcrowded, as are nearly all professiQns. The association, he added.
does mucn to uphold the ethics of the
legal proCession, but must justify its
existence to a greater extent by keep~

a~mi~;~.i~:r:~:~~t~a:sA~~d:~~

..

S::::s ::eC::;:~iC

have de. ing its
eye.
faUs short of adequacy in at least two
(Continued /1"01n. Page £)
oppose improper appointments . The veloped what at first sight seems to
"I found no such ignorance in law
respects: (a) Refund, if any, is ex· have to go to the polls on their meri ts more fearlessly they do this work , the be a startling rule. All of our law students as Professor Chafee seems

pressly without interest. (b) It is at ::v:an!::t:;tte;h:a.~~~d:e~~:t aW;~~~ ~;U;~/~e~:;u1~~~~t~~~ ~t ~~ school teachings have been devoted to to have found," Dean Richardson said,
least ~~btful if any refund can be haps smaller vote upon judicial offices, repeat something which I have al. the proposition that courts are estsb-- "but there are several states whose

Society Favors ~2s:~~:~:~:~~e:~~r~:'~:::
System
futercluh Talks ~:: ~~~n~:t:~~:: :;sm~~

~hu~:"f:a:O::e:::~:::o::. ~~~:~iS~~~!~~i:,~~::w£:~:~I! ::t,~:':~1:d~~:~~:~ai~ :EI~~~f;·e;E ti:!~:!~~::1:~~~
at

:::

Proposed
The nomination by the Governor or with the Governor. on such mat- ::'::i~~nceca~!s, th~:;id:~:t ~:Ci~: colleges toward a revival of cultural
rt must seem a proper conclusion idea would give, I think, Bar Associa- tel'S, depends upon its own character whether the facts warrant a finding education and less stress on special-

A resolution that "no question be
given on the bar examination which
has not yet been adjudicated by the
courts" was passed at the monthly
dinner of the Union College Club of
Brooklyn Law School, which took
place January 4, at the Hotel Westover, New York City.
This aims to eliminate the present
arbitrary poweJ; of the bar examiners
in correcting the papers. Befolj;e this
discussion, Professor Edwin W. Cady
of the Law School, read a paper
stressing suggested moot questions
which could be answered in more than
one way; the answer being right or
wrong depending entirely upon the
judgment of the examiner.
The club, at this meeting, also passed a resolution favoring intcrclub and
fraternity debates. This would greatly aid in creating closer relationships among the students, and offer
opportunities of discussing the prob-lems confronting the legal profession.
The guest speaker of the evening
was William Dyke Reed, fonner trial
counsel of the United States Fidelity
and Guarantee Company. President
Ralph J. Stark presided.

:~~:ti::ne::.mi~:;e i:::::n~t; :~; ;:li~ca~r~~;~z:t;;~i'on,1fo~~ i~na =~ !:=!O~~~I~e~:~~t is guilty beyond a ~eaat!~n ~e~;~~~:e:;o:~u~:::sd ~:~~

::e
ern business methods. The State despite its sovereign powers and the
ability to impose its will on the citizens subject to its jurisdiction should
not be permitwd to indulge in practices. which, if employed by a citizen, ,".."ould be subject to severest censure and criticism. It would be an
easy matter, and certainly far more
compatible with simple justice if the
tax law of the State were amended
to conform, procedurally, at least. to
the practice specified and found uni·
formallY successful by the Federal
B
ureau of I ntemal Revenue, to wit:
To permit the taxpayer to contest
the illegality and inequity of the as·
sessment before compulsory payment.
To compel the taxing authorities to
acquaint the taxpayer of the method
and manner employed in the assess.

Associations, like every other institution, must depend upon the character
of the organization itself. Its approval or disapproval of a Govemor's
nomination would be valuable only if
the association itself were known to
be disinterested, known to be acting
for creditable motives in which the
interests of the public and the bench,
as a means of insuring a high quality
of judicial service, are paramount.
Appoinbnents made by the Governor
would greatly increase the proper in.
tluence of Pl'oper Bar Associations, entitled to influence upon a judicial se·
lection made by the Governor. There
is no higher function which a Bar
Association can perform than a po!ti·
tive rather than a negative interest
in judicial candidate:;. No one should
know more about the professional

politically minded lawyers are active
and in control, the association will
have relatively little influence and
should have none. The power of ap-pointment in the Governor would
have a collateral effect upon the Bar
Associations themselves of prime importance. Either they would be dominated by political groups having ulter~ r moti ves and able to make their
associations a mere political adjunct
to a party or the association will be
compelled to develop disinterested, aggressive, public-spirited leadership,
entitled to receive public confidence
and highly influential in the field in
which the influence of the Bar at its
best should be of s upreme value to
the public and to the administration
of justice.
1f the present interest of the pro-

Now Have Third Rule
Most of us have undoubtedly believed that it is either th e one rule
or the other which applies. But now
we find a third rule. That is the rule
where a . witness is charged with
contempt for refusal to answer be·
cause he answers "I don't remember."
There can be no question of fact be·
fore the court. The court, in such a
proceeding, cannot weigh the facts;
it is no longer a fact finding tribunal.
'fVunh~tt"ohn~.s become of its fact finding
..
Certa inly, the cou rt cannot take
judicial notice that you or I remernber where we were or what we did
last July 7. If it can be proved by
outside evidence that the witness is
lying when he says he does not r e·

ment and computation of the tax.
To insure the definite repayment of
the tax to the taxpayer in the event
that the tax has been paid, and
To compel the State to pay interest
on the amount imprope I
ted
d'
th
"
.r y exac
unng e penod m WhlCh the tax·
payer has been deprived of the use
of the funds involved.

:d;:!;:r:
selves. If Bar Associations ",ait until political nominations have been
made and then try to make up their
minds whether or not the ]lominations
are so bad as to require opposition,
they are failing to perfonn a most
useful public service. They should be
in a position to recommend to the
Governor proper appointments and to

who have no ax to grind, and of pub.
Ji c·spirited laymen can be maintained
at the high level which it has at!tained during the past campaign, we
have every reason to assume a for (ward step on this long discussed prob-jtem of how to select our judges and
get good ones. It cannot come too
soon.

lished collaterally on a contempt
charge.
The United States Supreme Court
has said that "1 don't remember" may
be a refusal to testify, but "this power must not be used to punish per·
jury, and the only proper test is,
whether on its mere face, and with·
out inquiry collaterally, the testi-
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seen the evils attendant upon too
great stress on a strict vocational
education. The realization of this
fact may be one of the reasons for
ProCessor Chafee's statements."

============

Kramer Heads
N.Y.U. Law Club
The New York University Club was
organized and officers were elected at
a meeting held Friday in the new
College Room.
ProCessor A. Rotwein, faculty ad~
visor, gave a short talk in which he
outlined the purposes of the club and
the responsibility of every member to
keep alive and foster interest.
Papers on topics of general interest were read and discussed. The
meeting was then adjourned with a
resolution to reassemble on the first
Friday in February.
The officers elected are:
Irving Kramer ........ President
Sidney Newman .. Vice--President
Eleanore Shact.
. .. Secretary
David Seid.
.... Treasurer
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Immigration Evils and Remedies

Pardoning Power of President "

By NATHAlIIT SINKl'tJAN. Esq.

By DR. l\(AURIOE I. HART

II.!==================== ==;:;;!J

In 1926. this State adopted Section I The Courts are in the practice of
(In a previous article the writer explained the procedu.re of the United 1944 of th? ~enal Law, which is head-I saying that ~ person may be con-I I

The United States Constitution says that the President "shall have
'Power to grant reprieves and pardons for offenses against the United States,
except in cases of impeachment." (Ar. II, sec. 2.) There are according to
t his grant only two constitutional restrictions thus placed upon the President
in exercising this power, namely, he cannot pardon when the offense is not
against the United States, and he cannot pardon in cases of impeachment.
Intention of Legis]ature
There have been added to these two further limitations by the Supreme
The Court said; in People vs. Para. Court. The first is that fines or other pecuniary penalties paid and covered
into the Trcasury of the United States, as well as offices lost, are not subject
diso. 248 N. Y . 123, at page 126,
uWhere one of two or alore crimto restitution by a pardon. (Knote v. U. S., 95 U. S. 149.) The second is
inals has a dangerou~ weapon,
that the President may not pardon for civil contempts of court, though of
the degree of the crime which
eourse he may for criminal con tempts. (Ex parte Grossman, 267 U. S. 87.)
all commit may be raised by reaApart from the foregoing there are no limitations, thus leaving the
son of the weapon-all acting toPresident free to pardon at will, anyone, at any time, fully or parlially,
gether arc guilty of the same
conditionai1y or unconditionally. It would seem then that there is little
'crime, but when it comes to the
cause for deliberation, doubt or consideration in l'€gard to this power. Yet
punishment, the one having the
the present status of the same, is such as to cause wonderment and appre·
weapon is to get an additional
hension to one examining the whole question.
sentence as provided in Section
Nature of Pardon Has Changed
1944. The intention of the LegisThe fact that the nature of a pardon and the method of applying such
lature was to discourage the carare no longer what they were when the constitution was adopted is partially
rying of weapons and to make
responsible (or the resulting amazement and alarm. More so however is the
an added risk in conunitting
vivid realization that the Supreme Court of the United States has quietly
crime to the one having the pistol
taken UpOll itself the unassigned task of amending the United States Conor the gun. Heretofore the one
stitution.

: States Labor D,~pCl-rtment in deporting aliens and the laws applicable thereto. ~ U~;~l~~gi:~:~:t~~:e~!::~~~ ~~ul~;~:~~t~~l!~n~fo~bue~:~'s~~~t!~:
-A t thia time an attempt will be made to cite some of the abuses alleged to be the section, but no change was made Iy guilty of merely possessing a wea--com-mitted by tlw BU1'cau 01 Immigration and recommendations lor their in the section as to alter its aspect pon, and receive a few additional
correction.-Editor's Note).
so far as it affects this article.
years in prison.
The report of the Wickersham Commission to the President of the
This section provides that, a per·
e act. of commitUnited States stated, among other things, that the Immigration Bureau SOt' n WhOf , Iwhile in tthte
mg a e ony, or a mpbng to com·
arres ts, prosecutes and S\ts in j~dgrnent on aliens and that under a systcm mit one, shall be anned with a pistol,
o-f democratic government it is little short of tyranny that the same agency or any other weapon specified unde:t:
or bureau should combine all these activities. Therefore, it is proposed to three other sections of the P enal Law,
create a Board of Alien Appeals of five members to be appointed by the shall have a punishment inflicted upo~
pres ident, independent of the Depaltment of Labor, to sit in' judgment on
alien cases, particularly deportations. Thi s Board would have quasi·judicial
powe:rs and sit' ~s ~ court of equity, molding its decrees a ccording to the
nature of the case and to avoid unnecessary hardship on anyone. Little
fault is found with such proposal, except that instead of centralizing authority and hol di ng the Secretary of Labor responsible for the deportation
o:f aliens, authority would be diverted to an independent body.
Board Humane; I s Not Teclmical
Let no one s tu.dYi~g this proposal be m isled into believing that ·the
Bureau of Immigrat ion I S a cold~blooded. cruel-hearted agency of the govern.
:rn~nt.
The teml "Star.chamb.e r practices" is hannful as used in the
WIckersham report. At present, there is a Board of Review sitting in t .....
h~

~:;np~::;!~n f~r t~~ r:~:~ punish·

The Appellate Division, First De.
partment, and the Court of Appeals
of the State of New York, (Judge
Crane writing the decision,-People
vs . Paradi so, 248 N. Y. 123), havc
both unknimously held this to mean
only actual possession of the weapon,
and not constructive possession.
Two in Common Felon
Y
The Appellate Courts have held
that if two or more men are engaged
IOn a common Celony, and only one

capacity of a judicial body but really advisory. Every deportation casc possesses a revolver, he is the only
i R passed updn by this . Board. Attorneys are pcrmitted to appear and ask one who shall receive additional punthat ~iscretiona~y power not inconsistent with the Statutes of Congress be ~~~:e::'theT~;~at~~~, ~hi~:i1:~e~~

ex~rclsed t o aVOid unnecessary hardship . Thus, there has arisen the prac· tion 2. holds that a principal is
tiee in certain instances of granting deportable aliens pennission to leave
" ... a person concerned in the
thi s country at their own expense without warrants of deportation and
commission of a crime, whether
enabling them to immcdiatdy apply at their foreign destination f or a visa
he directly commits th e act con·
stituting
the offense or aids and
to r e turn . No statute expressly authorizes or prohibits this and humane
results follow in such instances.
~~ee~he;npr!~ntC~~~~::~t:'an~n~
D eportation May Incur Dange r
per son who directly or indirectly
Another recommendation is that if a deportable alien can show satis~
counsels , commands, induces or
procur es another to commit a
.~~ct.c:-ily that deportation to his native land will endanger his life or liberty
crime."
h ~ should be dealt with differently. The Commission probably had in mind
They have repeatedly broadened
the deportation of male aliens to Russia who had fled (rom the Bolsheviks the meaning of this word "principal"
and to other countries where military service is required of all male resi. so that it is held that each one en~

with the gun ran no more chances
The two points in connection with the pardoning power which I shall
than the others without weapons
treat here concern, first, the nature of the pardon. and second , the question
-now he will give five to ten
of its validity dependillg on acceptance by the individual to whom it ip
years more for his cowardice."
tendered. Both will be discussed simultaneously.
I claim that the aim of the Legis·
The trial of Aaron Burr for treason was one of the first occasions where

~~~~r:fv.:I~ ~r~:o~;a~e t~:eC:7~!:: ~efv:~~1;Yi:~i::~dt~nw::s d~~~~~~n~:t !h~l~a~~~~:':!n~~' !O~~~U~d

tols or certain other dangerous wea~
pons. It is true that the Legislature
did not mention constructive possession of a weapon, but who can say

that he might incriminate himself. In order to break down his immunity,
President Jefferson was prevailed upon to extend to Bollman a pardon for
the offenses committed. Bollman, however, refu sed the pardon and his testimony was never secured.

that the Legislature did not have
co~st~uctive p.osse~sio~, as : eIl h as
ac ua ~Ss~~sl~n, ~n Its min w en
it enact.e t I S aw. Even a body of
laymen, who took similar action, could
not be said to have such intention
becau~~ ~f dthe ~ction already quoted, w IC
escn es a principal, and

Marshall Discussed Basis of Power
In 1833 Chief Justice Marshall discussed at some length the nature and
basis of this powcr. (U. S. v. Wilson, 7 Pcters 150.) He declared that it
was the same as that exercised by the king of England and that "we adopt
their principles respecting the operation and effect of a pardon, and look into
their books for the rules prescribing the manner in which it is to be used by
the person who would avail himself of it. (Ibid. 160.)
Such was a sensible and in fact the only conclusion which the eminent

::::::~y ~h~S h:;:~e~ t~:~r ~h:'~v~:::,:~eto":::~d ~~~:~:e:~;:~;::Sw;:o ~~~ ~:!:~ :: :u;~~n~'~~:':~;la:;~~~ E::'~~~~S;;:: ~:~:~~~:f:a~~E £~~~~~~~~t!~~u:i~~;7.':~~:~~~:i.:~!~~i~:f.~,~~~~!~

k "
deported of the principals does. This has been they had that section in their m inds th
"
"led h
~
h Id' th f II .
whcn they adopted Section 1944, and
e sa~e meanmg ~s I?re~~u
ere and in England at the time it found a
squad upon con· : on:; a :ewo o~~~ne~~ases, to refer it should be construed with the defini. p lace m the Constitu tIon.
(Ex parte Wells, 18 Howard 307.)
- ~ ~ ......_ ==-t-~i:ia '~JiA.. .,,, .. _1f-:u~ll}~.v.~.." '" ~~G~~~!"4~'l..:.~E"\.'\[~~X
_ t\~ .1l .P.l'ine!~~~;th- in ,, _ Marshall ~efined la pardon ~~~~.-1~~t of grace, a f~vo: conferred or benefit
y "
......
~" ",.a:,..l"~\I!K.~........*,,-.w~.onferr'f from tho
Status of Alien Is Weighed
161; People vs. Micha]ow, 229
Section 2.
penalty the law inflicts (or a crime comm itted. ''It is" he continued, "thc

dese rted the army after a pcdod of se,·v;cc.

~ t~elr :a\,~ve
--- ;:. &tt~--=."

to

shore.s

t~ey

would

Should these men

~rObahblY ..:~~ ~_.firmg

p~:::e~e:i~:~:ala:~en~. I~::aiI7yt~~s :~;r~o:~t~i,e:oA~:;:li~. di~~;:i~: ~·3~. a:.5~5:~:~p~es·vs~~:;:~

probably the greatest point of variance with the present policy of the Departrnellt. The Board of Review decides countless cases daily involving
aliens. many of whom are desirable, yet it lacks authority to avoid a deporta·
tion on the solc ground that the alien is desirable. If the alien's occupation
is an especial one or if engaged under a contract for a certain number of
"W"eeks as a night club entertainer or actor, the Board will usually extend hi~
deportation to a date beyond the expiration of his contractual obligation. But
nterel y because an alien is dcsirable and has n ever been convicted or arrested
:for crime and has always conducted himse1f with decency and propriety and
is the type of individual we would be proud to number as a citizen, Is not
in itself su fficient to avoid a dcportation. When thi s country was developing
its natural resources two generations ago, a lien laborers were greatly in
delYland. Italians, Greeks, Swedes, Poles and in fact, natives of most Europenn countries came here in flocks and were all put to work.

gan, ' 174 N. Y. 356; People vs.
Giro, 197 N . Y. 152; People VB.
Madas. 201 N. Y. 349; People vs.
Giusto, 206 N . Y. 67; People VB .
Kuhn, 205 N. Y. 67.
It

has been said in People

VB .

M~~~~n~O~f ~e~e~:~d:~t~a::n~!!:

~~~;:~:I ~~~U!~o~~~a~e~~\tO~s~:tee::::.~~veT~:r:~:~~~Cil!v::e~~o~;~~

Give Na rrow Interpretation
It has often appeared to me to 00 is sustained by Coke's designation of it as "a work of mercy." (3 Inst. 233.)
the whole aim-of our Appellate Courts
to narrowly interpret any new crimTaney Hel d Pard on W as a Gr an t
inal sedions that may be passed by
The main question which confronted the Chief Justice in the Wilson case
the Legislature. As far as possible was however, whether the pardon, to be valid and effective, h ad to be ac·
they seek very narrowly to apply

te:;lat":;gto b~a~~~eo;o;~~r:

~~:

~e:n~~alb~a~~ i~~~i:~a~ie~n~U:;i:~d~~ !~ ~~~~:eSOC~:r0a~;::;sen~::~~

Government pleaded that the pardon was a grant to Wilson , that it was his

~a"~nat:s:e,"
:s~am:;ee~a:'Ser'"f: cO:::~';1.r~;s ::n:::~~rov; - !~~F.;~::!~~~t£:!:~~;:":~~~~:~~!~::~~~n::~:Te:~~:;fe~~
;:;:~!":~;:ti~~a;~~~~h~~o~:~
p:~I:1 r.~) ai/~n~ :~~~~ !~i;:::eli~e~~~:~:se~c~:'teILt~:L£ i:r~:;:~m~I:~~~~:: !C:~:::2
ezi;Cde fit;t.thlSO:e,il:teWhde

Bohlin g of Courts
So the Courts have practical1y held
that if four defendants are accused
of robbery, and if one of them, holding a revolver in his hand. shoots a
person, the entire four are guilty of
holding the revolver and of having
done the shooting, and are an swerable for murder committed in tho act
of committing a felony. And they
now, in this decision, hold that one
may not be held to be in the possession of a revolve r unless he actually
had it in his physical possession. Although in the actual possession of one
confederate, who shoots a .person, a ll
of the other confederates Bre guilty
of having possessed a revolver, and of
having committed the murder, but if
one merely carries the revolver on h is
person, his associates are not con structively doing the same thing.

;:
sions of the Penal Law, provides :

e
';;h:
construed does not apply to this
chapter or any of the provisions
thereof, but all such provisions
must be construed according to
the fair import of their terms,
to promote justice and effect the
objects of the law."
Thi s rule, in my opinion, is seldom
observed by Appellate Courts, although the trial courts have, at
times, been brave enough to obey it,
only to find themselves reversed. Al·
though the Legislature has distinctly
overruled the common law rule that
a penal statute must be strictl y construed, the Appellate Bh'isions of the
State and the Court of Appeals h nve
failed l'€peatedly to recognize this new
rule, and have done so in a marked
degree in People vs. Kevlon, 221 A. D.
224, which js the case under consideration , and which was af'fl.nned in
248 N . Y. 123.
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It may then be rejected by the person to whom it is tendered; a nd if it be
rejected, we have discovered no power in a court to for ce it on him."
Nor was such a stand based solely on reason and without sound precedent, for the Court in its decision showed conclusively t hat it was and always had been the practice in England in regard to the king's pardon.
The concurring judgment of legal talent, backed by precedent fo r centuries
leaves little doubt as to the exactness and soundncss of the principle in·
volved and declared.
Advancing chronologically in our di scussion we find that the Supreme
Court was still of the above opinion when it decided the Wells case in
1855. The Court at this time stated that " the power to offer a condition,
without ability to enforce its acceptance, wben accepted by the con vict, is
the substitution, by himself, of a lesser punishment than the law has imposed upon him, and he cannot complain if the law executes the choice he
has made." The position maintained is unmistakably in confonnity with
that of Marshall and Taney.

D esirability Is At Bonrd's D isc retion
Today, s tates and municipalities are all in bad financial condition and
vas t construction programs as in the days of yore are not undertaken. With
the improvement in economic conditions or with the floating of great bond
issues, land and other development projects would assume added impetus
and manual laborers will again be greatly in demand. This demand will
not be filled by our own Am\lricans who, uncon sciously and wrongly seem to
look with disfavor on manual labor jobs. Witness the few Americans on
any house-building or street-paving project.
Trouble will undoubtedly arise when it is attempted to define what is a
· ·desirablc" alien. This will rival the conflict in defining the word "intoxi·
Pardon Is an Appeal for Mercy
<-.ating" as applied to the Prohibition problem. Is an alien desirable because
From an opinion rendered to the President by the Attorney General in
1865, it is noted that the nature of a pardon had not changed, for it is spoken
he has been here a number of years and is thrifty as shown by his accum·
of as "this great and sovereign power of mercy." More specifically still
ulated savings' bank deposits? Is he desirable because he has never been
Attorney GeneraL Speed on the occasion mentioned. statedj " I t is a deed of
arrested for crime and is law~abiding? Is he desirable because there are
mercy given without other fee or reward than the good faith , truth and
cOnlparatively few others in the country doing his type of work and at some
repentance of the culprit.. . .. as an act of grace freely given .. , . . it should
:future date, a real shortage of labor may be at hand? These are all fine
be liberally construed in favor of the repentant offender." And again he
and delicnte questions lodging untold discretion in n Board of Alien Appeals. --------------------~--spoke undeniable truth when he said, "When men have offended against the
MONTAGUES AND CAPULETS?-REQUIESCAT IN PACE! law, their appeal is for mercy, not for justice." Note the previous sentence
Imm igratio n Officials Are Well Schooled
By Jack Isaacson
well as it seems to have been forgotten in our modern civilization. Finally
Another important provision would require more rigid tests and training
the Attorney General was of one opinion with fonner decisions of the Suof applicants for immigration service before they are allowed to engage
therein . Immigration officials are both arresting and prosecuting officers.
Romeo and Juliet would stiU be
To the first ten men of the Staff preme Court in that "after the pardon has been accepted. it becomes a valid
As s uch they should be adequately trained for their positions. Today the turning in their graves, remarking who walked into' his office, he shot the act." (11 Ops. Atty. Gen. 227.)
It was in 1915 that the Supreme Court found itself confronted with a
great majority of them are men of fair education and well infonned as to wistfully to their spiritual selves question "Who were the Montagues
factual situation similar to that in regard to Bollman at Burr's trial, and
the immigration laws. The work of the Immigration Bureau is finely sub- about the fickleness of fame if it wert'
d th 'c
1 ts'"
d rk
fl sh
involving the principle already settled in 1833, pertaining to the validity of
divided and the writer doubts the wisdom of commencing a training school. not for the capricious whim of th~ an
e apu e . an I e a a
a pardon and acceptance by the prisoner.
De:rnands on Congress would be made for appropriations, much time would editor of The Justinian.
each answered correctly.
Burdick. the city editor of the New York Tribune 'was called as a witness
be spent and abuse would follow. Because of the many immigration offices,
The editor read that in submitting
The editor believes that Romeo and
ports of entry and the immense size of this country many schools would have the question "who were the Mon- Juliet will stop their sad lament and to testify bef ore a federal grand jury in an investigation of the eustomhouse and refused to answer questions relative to the source of information
1;0 be set up. The work in this Bureau is so practical that one has really to
~~f:. a;:. ~;p~l:!!':rt~~~e:~o~~t rest peacefully in their graves now which led him to publish an article regarding the conduct of the customhouse_
be "in it" to do it properly.
These, briefly. are the reconunendations o f the Wickersham Commission barely half of his class knew tha t that they have been returned once President Wilson was thereupon induced to issue to Burdick a ful l and un"for correcting some of the evils in the deportation process and the opinion they were the respective families of again to their former prestige and conditional pardon for all offenses he might have committed and concerning
"Romeo and Juliet."
glory.
(Continued on Pa ge 5)
of the writer on them.
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An alien entering the United States surreptitiously may be taken into
custody and deported at any time within three years aft~r such entry. The
George Washington Law Review reports the case of United States ex rei
Staph v. Corsi, United States Supreme Court Docket No. 10 (Nov. 7, 1932)
which is pertinent to this statutory enactment. A Gennan resided in the
U. S. for six years, after having deserted his ship in the New York port in
1923. He returned to Germany in 1929 and returned as a member of the
crew of an American vessel. There is nothing which would warrant the
presumption that he went ashore at the foreign port. He was taken into
custody by the Department of Labor several months after the return from
this voyage, and was ordered deported as an alien who had unlawfully entered in 1929. He maintained that his return from the voyage was not an
"entry" within the provision of the Immigration Act, since the statutory
time, within which he might have been deported, had run in his favorj
and the voyage on an American vessel did not break the continuity of his
residence here. However, his contention was not upheld, for the court
stated that the return from this trip to a foreign port constituted an entry
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l'ecovery, however, was resisted on the ground that the statute pennitting
recovery for injury to artificial members was prohibited by the Constitution.
Holdsworth, W. S.,
,"A History
The court stated that the California Constitution did not prevent a recovery
"Two Centuries Growth of American
of English Law" (1922-26).
Law," Yale Di-centennial Publicafor injury to artificial members. Injury, in the Workmen's Compensation Holmes, Oliver Wendell
"The
tion (1902).
Law, includes "injury or disease arising out of employment, including injury
Dissenting Opinions of !\:Ir. Justice
Warren.
Charles . . . "History of the
Holmes." Arranged, with introto artificial members."
American Bar" (1911).
ductory notes, by Alfred Lief
"The
Supreme
Court in U. S. His(1929)<
Justice Berkley is quoted in the United States Law Review as stating Hughes, Charles Evans ••• "The
tory" (1922).
in the case of Cleveland v. Chambliss, 64 Ga. 352: "On appeal, a point
Pathway of Peace" (1925).
Wonnser, I. Maurice . . . "Disregard
"The Book of
which appears in its virgin state, wearing all its maiden blushes, is out of Jenks, Edward .
of the Corporate Fiction and Allied
English Law" (1928).
Corporation Problems" (1929).
place."

Qi

The ,University
Cincinnati Law Review. reviews the_cas.e of .Benes y.
Campion, 244 N. W. 72 (Minn. 1932) wherein recovery was allowed to the
wife for ipjury to her husband while drinking "moonshine" offered by the
buyer from the original illegal makers and sellers. One Campion purchased
a gallon of "moonshine" from a manufacturer and seller. He gave a few
drinks of it to Mr. Benes. Benes fell by the roadside unconscious, as aresuit, and froze his hands and feet . This necessitated amputation of both.
Mrs. Benes sued Campion for injury to her right of support under a Minnesota statute, permitting the wife to sue any person who, by selling' or giving
intoxicants, shan have caused the intoxication of her husband which was the
proximate result of i~jury to her.
The furnishing of feed or feed loans to individuals is not a public
purpose warranting the levying of taxes for the execution of such a plan.
This conclusion is stated in the Michigan Law Review, in In rc Opinion of
the Judges. This decision was an answer asked by the Governor of South
Dakota, pursuant to a Constituhonal provisiDn enabling such action. The
question was: "CouJd the legislature enact legislation which would permit
the several counties as a county enterprise to raise funds either by a supplemental budget or bond or warrant iSsues with which they might in tum
furnish feed loans or even distribute feed as a part of a country poor relief
system..
?"
It is well settled that taxes can be levied only for public
purposes. The South Dakota court has deemed that such a scheme would
not be for a public purpose.
• • • • • • •
While testifying in her own behalf in a murder prosecution, the accused
.
..
.
.
.,..
demed wntmg certaIn words m a druggIst s polson register. On crossexamination, she was compelled by the court to write certain signatures in
the presence of the jury to enable a comparison. Although she objected, the

cou~ rebuked ~er ~on~tion that she. w: being forced to give evidence
agrunst herself 1n VIolation of her constitutional privilege. ~is. is the case
of Long v. State, 48 S. W. (2d) 632 (Texas 1932), appearmg 1n the New
York University Law Quarterly Review. Compelling the making of a writing
for comparison for the jury is not giving testimonial evidence against oneself
within the meaning of the constitutional provision, but is merely the exhibiting of one's handwriting as one might exhibit a bodily feature, the court
asserted.
• • ••
••
The Wisconsin Law Review discusses the case of David v. David, 157
Atl . 755 (Md. 1932). The plaintiff, a married woman, sued the defendant
partners for injuries sustained while lawfully on the premises, by falling
into an unguarded elevator shaft. The defendants pleaded the marital relationship existing between the plaintiff and one of the partners. She did not
recover, for the dictates of public policy which preclude a married woman
from suing her husband in torts, prohibits her from suing a partnership of
which her husband is a member. The entity theory of a partnership prohibits the recovery, since the husband would be liable to contribute should a
recovery be had. Thus, partnership cases assume the proportions of an
ordinary case of a suit between a husband and wife.
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Illegal Practices by Notaries
By DANIEL GUTMAN, Esq.

Discussion with reference to the legal profession during recent months
has centered about the difficulties encountered by lawyers, seeking to attain
success at the Bar. Much has be~ said about the effect upon the business
end of the profession, that has resulted from the annual admission of so many
new lawyers. Various corporations, groups and agencies which have as-sumed duties that are properly functions of lawyers, have been subjected
to severe criticism, and have been made the subject of numerous addresses
to legal groups.
On occasion the subject has even been aired in the courts. A few hair·
splitting decisions, some more speeches, and there the matter has rested.
Worst Offenders Are Notaries Pllb1ic
Some time ago, the writer had occasion to address the members of the
Justice Brandeis Law Society. At that time I discussed various phases of
the legal profession which needed reform, and among other matters, made
reference to the illegal practice of the law by individuals who are not members of the Bar. The worst offenders in the latte r class, seem to me to be
the notaries public, who, licensed by the state, are clothed with an appearance
of authority that is misleading to the public, and has caused irremediable
damage and loss.
A considerable amount of interest was aroused by the d!scussion, and
expressed itself in the form of a vast number of letters and editorials, writ-ten to and published in the New York Law Journal. As one of the correspondents stated, the members of the Bar seemed to be aroused from their
lethargy, and were loud in their denunciation of an evil which had long been
permitted to go unheeded. A law tending to remedy the practice of notaries
was introduced, but not passed, as the members of the Bar felt that it did
not sufficiently cover the subject. The Bar Associations, for some reason or
other, refused to endorse a proposal that with a few necessary exceptions,
only attorneys be permitted to qualify as notaries. Legislators who were
requested to introduce legislation satisfactory to the bar, refused to tak9
any steps unless sanctioned by the Bar Associations of the city.
Encroach Upon Lawyer's Duties
So that we are faced with this situation,-an evil exists which is harm·
ful to the public. At the same time it constitutes an encroachment upon the
functions of members of a profession, admission to which is obtained only
after years of study and hard effort. And yet the r ecognized spokesmen
of that profession, in spite of great demand by the rank and file, refuse
to sponsor or sanction any steps to eliminate the evil.
Now it is a matter of common knowledge, that notaries throughout the
city are abusing the duties of their office. Most of them operate a lively
business of preparing legal documents and instruments, closing titles, and
even offering legal advice and assistance. The availability of printed legal
forms has particularly enabled the notary public to do work which constitutes practice of law.
Many people are ignorant of the fact that notaries do not have the
right to prepare legal instruments. Attracted by the cheapness of rates,
they are frequently the victims of the improper performance of legal work,
and find themselves parties to meaningless and ineffectual agreements.
Foreign Born Mistake Notary's Function
Among the foreign born, too, there often fi1l};er~rt.ne noUTY

Pardoning Power of President
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By DR. MAURICE I. HAS'r

of an attorney, with results that can best be illustrated by a few quotations
from interested members of the bench and bal".

l!::======= ============== = =.I1by theI fi~d in theMr.pamphlet
entitled, "The Making of Your Will", furnished
Thomas H. Smith of the New York Bar, the following:

author~
(Continued from Page 4)
crime with which he is charged. The
".Tudge James A. Foley, Surrogate of the County of New York, conwhich he might be q~estio~ed. T.his !~~~t :~~~;~":a~:r:!~ s~:u~~:<!:~ demned the practice Df notaries public drawing wills, and in a. deeis~on atwas to break down hls claun to un- him at once to society and he will be tacked the practice as most vicious. It was disclosed before the Surrogate
munity, but when questioned further marked wherever he passes.
in the proving of the will of one John Barry, that his will had been drawn
by a Notary Public who kept a soda water stand, who called in as a witness
Burdick refused to testify and was
Supreme Court Opinion
the bootblack in front of the store.
forthwith committed till he was ready
This may be doubted by some and
"Surrogate Foley, in speaking of this practice, said that the difficultieJII
to divulge the information sought.
therefore we olTer confirming evidence
which arose in that case, were occasioned solely by the pernicious practice
Strangely enough the Solicitor Gen- of the soundness of this view. Comyn
of notaries public, who in ignorance of the law, draw wills, and carelessly
eral, representing the Government, on in his Digest states: "If a man has
supervise the execution thereof; and the opinion of such an eminent authority
this occasion took a stand diametri- a charter of pardon from the king, he
as Surrogate Foley who is daily engaged in the construction of wills, involvcally opposed to that of Taney in 1833, ought to plead it, in bar of the indict-- ing the disposition of vast estates, should be heeded by those who are about
maintaining that the acceptance of a ment; and if he pleads not guilty, he
to dispose of their property by testamentary disposition."
pardon was not necessary to its com· waives the pardon." Again Blackplete exculpating effect. Justice Mc- stone declared that, "if a man is inWilla Drawn By Notaries A Dangerous Practice
Kenna predicated his opinion squarely dicted and has a pardon in his pocket
"Professor Wormser, former editor of the New York Law .Journal, in
upon that of Marshall's in the WiI- and afterwards puts himself upon his
commenting upon the decision of Surrogate Foley, stated, 'The practice of
son case. "That a pardon hy its mere trial, by pleading the general issue,
allowing ignorant notaries public in violation of law, to draw your will,
issue has automatic effect resistless "be has waived the benefit of such parshouJd be avoided by everyone who desires to avoid trouble in distribution
by him to whom it is tendered, forcing don." Therefore it is quite apparent of his property." .
upon him by mere executive power that if pardon affected the guilt and
And yet notaries are daily drawing wills for people who are themselves
whatever consequences it may have restored the individual to the same
ignorant of the ignorance of these functionaries.
or however he may regard it, which status as when a jury after trial deHon . .T. Joseph Lilly, Assistant Corporation Counsel of the City of New
seems to be the contention of the gov- clares him not guilty, there would be York, and one of the leading lawyers in the f;tate, said in a letter to the
ernment in the case at bar, was r47 no purpose in his waiving the pardon Law .Journal, "The proposals made would do much if enacted into law, to
jeeted by the decision as unmistak- and standing trial. But because it
able." (Burdick v. U. S., 236 U. S. 79.) does not affect the guilt and because ameliorate the defective drafting of essentially legal documents by totally
unskilled persons which has been productive of so many unintended conFurthermore the court pointed out an innocent individual might be sensi- sequences , particularly with regard to wills, deeds and contracts relating to

~~~~!~~O~c~~~ ~~ d:~~gn;~te: ~::

tionally but advisedly ~ mark the incompleteness of the deed without acceptance.
Guilt Not Erased
We have omitted up to the present
a consideration of the relation of guilt
and pardon. Does a pardon wipe out
the guilt attached to the commission
of a crime? A pardon has the effect
of obliterating entirely the conseQuences of a crime, the penalties demanded by society for the abrogation
of its law, and restoring the individual affected to the state of innocence
in the eyes of the law. But of its
very nature it cannot reach the
incurred in the conunission of th
crime, which is factual, in the pas
and incapable of destruction, save bl
a verdict of "not guilty" after trial'
h' h' tu
. th
ffi
.
h
1c
;e in~~vid:l lSdid e n:t r:~~ t:,

guil!
I

to the guilt

~puted

in a par-- real property."
Ernest.T. Magan, another lawyer of high frtanding, wrote: "The sugges-that when he does so, he has waived tion to confine the office of notary public, with one or two exceptions to mem.
bers of the bar, seems to be a good one."
his claim to the pardon.
In this connection the Supreme
N. J. Bar Members Are Automatically Notaries
Court in the Burdick case deliberated
He says, "For those who consider such a change revolutionary, it might
:~ff follows :-"This b~gs .u s ~ the be well to call attention to the fact that in our neighboring state of New
n~t:r:~~esa ~t;~~~.le~~:ytiv=r;m:~ Jersey, every member of the bar may by virtue of that fact exercise the
function of a notary public. Such a provision of law wouJd in itself disstantiaL The latter carries an im- pense with the necessity of appointing a large number of notaries public,
putation of guilt; acceptance a con- who certainly are less qualified to act as notaries and to whom attorneys aN
fession of it. The fonner has no constantly obliged to resort, in itself an absurd situation and one that invites
such imputation or confession. It is abuse on the part of all concerned.
tantamount to the silence of the wit"The practice in New Jersey is both convenient and salutory."
ness. It is noncommittal." This is
Emil Kreis, a lawyer in Brooklyn, refers to a case, the trial of which
important as we shall see shortly.
lasted an entire week, and which resulted from the improper drawing of a
It was in 1925 that Gerald Chap- guarantee by a notary public, who had no legal right to prepare such an
man, having been previously sentenced instrument.
to 25 years imprisonment in the At-Thomas W. McKnight, of New York, writes, "There is hardly a week
lanta penitentiary, and later escaping that some paper does not come into my office that is absolutely useless befrom the same, was charged w ith and cause it had been prepared by a notary. . . . It is pretty near time that law.
tried for murder in the state of Con- yers got together in some way and stopped this practice."
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 1)
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SOME OBSERVATIONS

F raternities and Sor orities

By LOUIS C. WILLS, Esq.

Delta Th~ta Phi
Pan Hellenic Council
On Friday, evening, December 23,
On Tuesday evening, January 10,
1932, at the Delta Theta Phi House, 1933, the Pan Hellenic COWlcil held a
the following men were initiated inw mooting in the office of Miss Curnow,
:r:n~~a~~~~~~rd, ~~i~elv~~~ at tHe Law School.

Alumni Addresses Wanted

fu;r~e:J ~~~:u~~:t::s!°.:e~!u:::~;~ :!:;er:Ub:~tte:ue~!io:~Si~:S b::~e:~

ALUMN I ADDRESSES UNKNOWN
man might reasonably be expec~d to
The Law School plans to publish an
be able to answer for himself, but he Alumni Directory during the Summer
is willing to pay & lawyer to have his of 1933. The names of those graduo'wn judgment confirmed. If in the ates ot Brooklyn Law School from
o
thony Forbes, David Pavlucci, Charles
:t
Blodgett, and David P~~ts. Several was heartily subscribed to by all of career is character and integrity. business and no constructive suggcs- be deemed a favor if the Alumni will
o.~er ~en ~~~ a.re. ~t~d ~nd~r c:;. the members. As yet no definite date Lacking these and possessing knowl- tions, the client will soon recognize cooperate by forwarding the present
:~S~i~~O~e:estel'. m~acater~n~fnne~ has been set for the event.
.
edge .will develop the cunning lawyer this f~ct, and will nnturaJ.~y seek more address of anyone listed below.
He may actually undertake the study
of the law late in life, but in such
a case certain qualifications must then
already have been acquired.

so~~SSth~o~;e~:1~~p~r::i~:';h::h Sid~::~:n ~~r :~~O::el!:~~~~ 1:;:~ ::~;!es:c:a~n~~~::~~!n~~:a:~ ~;~;se!h:Or~g:v!~l!tl!O~o~~~

:;;1

followed the initiations at which af- to ::::ss:u~::! ~e::~el was elected ~~~eISi:o:;dr~':! ~;:::: ~at:;~ea~~ expenenced counsel.
1926
fair several of the alumni brethren
the profession, nor is he knowingly
Tact Is Essential
Carey, Gerald John
"-Vere present.
--tolerated by his associates.
Clients are often wrong, and when Cherner, Jacob

I~a

Iota Alphi Pi

Character and integrity are so vital,

The 1933 initiation will see 15 new
On Sunday evening, December 18th,
rnem bel'S inducted into Iota Theta. 1933, Gamma Chapter held a pledge
The festivities will take place Satur. meeting at the home of Miss Edythe
day evening, January 14th, 1933, in Morris. At this meeting th~ Misses
Jeanette Vo~dy, Frances Miller and
::::s N;:~=::; a~~~f A~:n~ea~~~ Florence Picker were selected as
44th Street, New York City. Pro-- pledgees. .
. .
fessor Cady will be t he guest of the
On. Christmas Eve, .the sorority
evening, at which time he will pre- held Its. annual Convention Dance at
sent to the fraternity a copy of the the Hahan Gardens of the Ambassascroll which he presented to the Uni- dol' Hotel. p.-- large. attendance ~
versity of :raJestine. The initiation present at tillS OCC8Slon.
conunittee is headed by Norman KemMiss Gertrude Cohen of Gamma
per, assisted by Isadore Wachtel, Mil- Chapter and al~na of Brooklyn Law
ton Gershanson, Irving M. Reiman School was ~nanuno~sl y chosen Dean
and George Waldhetter.
of the Capital Natlonal Counsel at

~:s C:e~~eno~onw~:es~:;~in~~::

--Alpha Gamma
28th, 1932, in the . Hotel Weswver.
The annual Formal Dinner Dance
held during Convention Week took
--place at the Hotel Biltmore on DeTau Alpha Pi

~~~~:d2:~~1~~!' un~:!~:!:~te::~ At the China Royal Restaurant in
Gamma chapter and many of its ac. Brooklyn, on Sunday afte~oon, J~tive alumni.
uary 8th, 1933, the sororIty held Its
___
annual pledge party at which time
Phi Kappa Delta
the Misses Mildred SatIer and Sylvia
The Annual Dinner Dance and Con- Rothman were ple~ed. The pledgees
vention of Phi Kappa Delta was held were presented WIth .a bouquet of
on New Year's Eve in the Grand Ball flowers and a pledge pm.
Room of the Ritz Carlwn. Over 200
The next regular meeting of the
celebrants attended.
sorority will be held at the sorority
The induction and initiation of rooms at 1467 49th Stre~t, Brooklyn,
pledgees was held on Sunday, Decem- N. Y., on Tuesday evemng, January
bPT, 1 8th ' .;At..t.~".~~B !.~, 1933.
....- _ ~ ._~
Brooklyn. Address of welcome usher--_
ed the newly elected members inw
Tau Upl!ilon Delta
brotherhood. Those men elected were:
Bernard M. Singer, Irving Kesselman,
Tau Upsilon Delta held a Grand
Morris Udoff and Harold Olian.
Council Meeting at the Park Central
The opening smoker of the next Hotel .on Saturday, January S, 1933.
semester will take place in the last At the meeting arrangements were
-week of February, at which time a completed for a Bridge, Ten, and
l eading pathologist and surgeon of Dance to commemorate the 10th anniNew York State will speak on a topic, versary of the sorority, which will
yet unannounced.
take p lace on February 19, 1933.

Lambda Gamma

On Satul'day, January 21st, 1933,
at 8 : 30 P. M. the fraternity will ten4
der a Dance to be held in the Grand
Salon of the St. George Hotel. Tickets or reservations may be obtained
1'rom H. Mines, 270 Brodway, Room
1616, New York City, or Harry H.
Kaufman, 191 Joralemon Street,
Brooklyn, Room 509. All are cordially
invited. to attend.
The latest group of students to be
pledged include Ben Weshnewitz and

II

~

~at~ ~f t~el

daily

confi~~nces

~!~~e:Vi:~:~I:h~!I:~~e~retow:g~h: i~~:in~~:n Lennar

en- facts in the proper light. In matters Feinberg, Benjamin

ru~
to e. a'7er;-c0.~ ent~ so involving family relationships, every Feldman, Allan Samuel
s~~ s a~~ f l;VO ve :m~y ~e~. ~n- effort should be made to adjust dif- Friedman, Abraham

:/~usiness o:n:r~ri:~.

e es Imes ferences to avoid what may otherwise
. .
result in breaking up family circles.
on IntegrI t y
These occasions frequently call for the
an!h~~e on:r~a~n:~gh~:;r~~!]~i~ highest degree of diplomac,y, and whi!e
them or to commit a breach of con- th~ result of the lawyers efforts m
fidence which may cause family or thlsres~tare.n~talwaysunderstood
business ruptures, or bring about ft- or app~eclated, It IS the wholesome end
nancial loss. The lawyer must, there- to attam.
.
fore, by his personal conduct not only
Every busy lawyer IS called upon
in his office, but in his activities else- constan~ly to render advice and a.ssistwhere, realize at all times that he is anee. Without hope of reward . . The
under observation , and should conduct public generally has no conception of
himself accordingly.
the actual demands made on lawyers
Future

Based

Gold, Benjamin
Goldman, A. Robert
Greenwald, Helen Fleurette
(Mrs. Lusterman)
Grossman, Isaac
Guilhempe, Mrs. Mary Camuso
Hirsch, William
Horowitz, Abraham Eugene
J oseph, Mrs. Augusta Mazel
Kaplan, Benjamin
Levine, Irving
Maher, Stephen Francis
Marsh, Fred Thurston

~~S:un:t :::~~~ ~~::~ :~e~ ~~~~I~~i~i~lard

The early years in building a legal !>'al
!utdurettcallt.for !,:rbsev~rance, wPahtience every day. They all form part of the Rabinowitz, Israel
an a en ton w usmess
en a
practice is not large and the lawyer's life of a lawyer.
Schapiro, Julius Lewis
time is not filled in advance with enWide Experience DC8ired
~~~~~e:"1~~: Ladislaus
fi:~,:n~~v!h~~e i!ffi:eg~~t ate::d ex~':~s t~e:~r~~~ ina: y :ii~::~l~ Sidman, Abraham
of golf or a baseball game, or some minded-do not take a sufficient in- ~~a:=~' J~::~e~ilIiam
other diversion to "kill time," and I terest in their community affairs, and Suits, Francis Earl
know of no greater mistake, for by this is most unfortunate, because their Sullivan, Ruth Margaret
being out when one should be in op- knowledge and expe:rience i.s always Wagner, Leonhardt William
portunities are lost which might be very helpfu l to business men, who Weiser, Fred
stepping stones W bigger things, and usually assume this responsibility. Wilensky, Ruth
that reputation for dependability and Apart from the civic pride which
(?tlrs. David Leibowitz)
industry which is admired by a ll busi- alone should prompt this interest on Zaslovsky, George
ness men is lost. Self·improvement the part of lawyers, it affords a fine
can be ga.incd during idle hou rs. in the opportunity for making acquaintances
1927
o~ce, while. the h~bit of industry, in- and enlarging one's circle of friends. Barrows, Marion Ethel
cldentally, IS cultivated.
It does not, necessarily, bring busi- Begun, Louis
Must tJnae~tand. Busmess
I
.'
~. •
ffmod!; ~~r--g-ernstem, Robert
A proper understanding of human :hlch tifacl~tates l' so~e profitable Boos, William Henry
nature and a knowledge of business ransac on or a c len.
Brochester, Ruth
and banking generally are essential,
A wide acquaintance, a pleasing Carr, Paul Joseph
if one is going to be able to talk in- personality, a reputation for integrity Charsl, David
telligently and properly advise a and character, fonn the strongest Dooreck, Leo Abraham
client. Remember, if your client is a foundation upon which a lawyer can Duckowney, Benjamin
business man, he only consults his hope to build. With ability, on such a Engelman, Edith
lawyer when he thinks he has a prob- founda tion, he will succeed; with Feit, Mollie Florence
lern. Strange as it may seem, it is a ability, on any other foundation he Fischler, Benjamin
fact that a large percentage of ques- will fail.
Friedman, Abraham

Pardoning Power of the President

J~

(Burdick v . U. S.), was still inclined
to this view.
The Court in the very year in which
President Coolidge issued his so-called
pardon to Chapman, explained the
raison d'etre of the pardoning power
thus :-"Executive clemency exists to
afford relief from undue harshness ot,

cwnstances. But apparently it was
to serve the "ends ot Justice" that
it was issued . So that a criminal
might be given over to the hangman.
11 such be the mercy, grace, clemency,
and forgiveness to be extended to
those who may come under the penalties of the law, then let us earnestly

1928

1929
Abramowitz, Abrnham
Abrams, Paul
Bernhard, Armin Ramon
Bierman, Emile Augustus
Christie, Thomas Frederick.
Farber, Abraham
Friedman, Otto
Goldman, Max
Golub, Abraham

II ~'a;,~J~:~tg

that such a distinction is not to be
found in the Wells case in 1855. On
the contrary the terms are treated
as being synonymous. It was stated
that, "President Fillmore granted. to
him a conditional pardon." Thereupon the Court proceeded to quote
from the pardon itself; .. 'r. .... do

;::~~:UtG~:~:~;cti~~~~e w~~n t~:~ :~~~:~!m:~~~eth~nc:ino:t:l~~on~: ~~~~n:::8sP:~y h::e :~n~:.ertoh~s~ ~;~: !;:~!eU~~ :~~~ 'h~'~:Sarc~:

H~hr: A~~:~~inner Dan~ affair of

over his protests, found guilty of mul'der and senten~ed to be hanged.
Alpha Gamma was held at the Hotel
There then ensued a legal tangle
Biltmore on December 25th, 1932.
which caused some embarrassment to
On Saturday, January 28th, 1933, a the Connecticut authorities, for Chapdance will be given by Alpha Gamma
at the Yorkville Temple, 157 East man claimed that as a federal pri·
86th Street, New York iCty.
~~~e~h~i~:~~":~! ~c~ana~~n!n a%i
resolve the difficulty, it was urged
upon the President that he extend a
Phi Delta Phi
pardon
to the criminal, so as to withAn innovation is being instituted,
following the practice now in full draw federal jurisdiction and allow
the
individual
to be executed. Calvin
sway at the Law School in the
:form of Moot Court work. Phi Delta Coolidge, then President, thereupon issued
to
Chapman
a partial pardon,
Phi in completing its arrangements
for the fall season, has arranged for styled a oommutation, limiting the
Moot trials for their chapters located punishment to be exacted, to the tenn
at the Law School of New York Uni- already served.
versity and also the law school at
Court Gives Explanation
St. .John's.
At a recent meeting Ferdinand Van Co~:t d::c~~ a am~~re;otn a;:: :fi:C:
S. Parr was elected magister of the
of mercy. Marshall said it was an
fraternity.
Preparations arc being made for a ~~!::ar::~' ::rnf~;sre!::;t~ ~~~~:
winter dance whi.ch will be held some
tUne in February at the Downtown ney General Speed in rendering an
Athletic Club, which will be run in opinion to the President in 1865, charcollaboration with the chapter at St. acterized it as a great and sovereign
J ohn's. On Friday enning, January power of mercy, as an act of grace
20th, 1933, the fratemity will hold freely given, and to be liberally con·
its next regular meeting in the fra- strued in favor of the repentant of·
ternity rooms at the Jaw school.
fender. The Supreme Court in 1915

i

Friedman, Isidore
Gordon, Barnett
Gray, Albert Lewis
Greenberg, Morris
Greenfeld, David
Grossgold, Max
Grossman, Samuel
(fonnerly 1931-81st St., Brooklyn)
Karsh, Louis
Klein, Harri s Jay
Kreindler, Harold
Levine, Alexander E.
~laltzer, Abraham
Miller, Joseph
Mitchell, Edward Alfred
Morgan, John Joseph
Noonan, Harold Edwin
Pearson, Charles I.
Pollakoff, Michael William
Raphael, Oscar Sidney
Reiffin, Murray
Rubin, Harry
Sil1l§on, Karl Adolf
Sindell, Harry Aaron
Solomon, Anna
Stark, Leo
Stern, Jeno
Suga nnan, Isidore
Zi nker, Isidor
Zucker, William Joseph
Zuckerberg, William
Gevertzman, Harry (Graduate Class)
Lacot, Rafael (Graduate Class)

Brady, Francis James
Burk, Max Ellis
Eisenberg, Julius Leon
Geyer, Leonard
Glass, Joseph George
Horowitz, Morris Herman
Lind, J. Jay
Rubenstein, Jerome
Shapiro, Meyer
Siragusa, Anthony
T.a ylor, J. Sta~!ey

~
!.;;;========~~=========;;;=============;;;;;;=======~;;;;;;~=====l.!

(Continued from Page 5)
necticut. The Attorney General of
the United States sanctioned his
transfer from Atlanta to the Connecticut State Prison, as was his right
under authorization of a congressional act which penni'ts such transfers
when deemed necessary by the At-

I

Jacobs, Cha<les Allen
Katz, Abraham S.
Leider, Ruth Marshak
Luloff, Zalme
Melter, Israel
Meltzer, Herman
Mendelson , Ralph
Monetti, Arnold Ernest
Quigley, Joseph John
Strongin, Arthur Irving

:;';:~~:d~c;~fI~p

Wilson, Charles Bernard
vieted,-upon condition that he be im- Saidel, Ailleen Ida (Certificate)
prisoned during his natural life; that
1930
is, the sentence of death is hereby
commuted to imprisonment for life in Caffrey, Francis Joseph
Felder,
Samuel
the penitentiary of Washington.'''
Gross, Howard Arthur
Kleinberg, Abraham
the opinion of Judge Thomas followl!I Lazar, Eli Charles
from the definition given in his de- Mantell, Lionel Morton
cision, viz.,-"A commutation ia the Schiff, Louis
substitution of a less for a greater Shulman, Moses
punishment, by authority of law." Soinitsky, Hyman
Again the Supreme Court in speaking Stone, Bernard
of the grant to Wells, said: "On the Zackowitz, Alexander

administration of justice by the courts
is not necessarily always wise or certainly considerate of circumstances
whic.h .may properly mitigate guilt,"
(Ex parte Grossman, op. cit.)

Returning once more to the pardon
as issued by the President to Chapman. The latter acting upon the well
established principle that a pardon
to be valid must be accepted, prompt1y

mutation issued W Chapman of the
above nature? Ostensibly and even
confessedly, it was not. In the very
doc.ument itself, by which the sentence
was to be commuted, the nature of the
case was discussed, and the President
stated that it was being issued because "it has been made to appear to
me that the ends of justice will be
served by a commutation in this case."
Unquestionably and undeniably this

trict Court. (Chapman v. Scott, 10
Federal Reporter 156, 2nd Series.)
Judge Thomas in his opinion, pointed
out however that what was extended
to Chapman was not a partial or conditional pardon, but a commutation.
"The fact is" stated the Court, "that
a distinction does exist between .a par- same day the pardon was accepted."
1931
don and a commutation, and the legal That the two tenns were identical in
principles are no longer open to ques- the opinion of the Court is apparent. Chatkis, . Jacob
Greenfeld,
Bernard
Irving
tion. The rule of law is well settled
Judge Thomas made a further mis·
Opoczinsky, Max
Rauch, Jacob
operative." It was however admit- cause the pardoning power of the Reice, Samuel
Rothman, Jesse
Shohat, Michael
::
(Fonnerly Moses A. G. Sel:.ouehot)
Power. Finally the Court asserted hedged about by greater restrictions,
Spiegel, George
Umansky, David
rule evolved in various state juris- dent can pardon at any time, before, Shapiro, Samuel (Certificate )
dictions.
during or after trial, and even prior
1932
Commutation Different
to accusation. Again the New York
The power of conunutation, it is to State Constitution, e.g., like other Breslin, John Henry
~ noted, was a part of the pardon- state constitutions, provides that, Halpern, Michael Jerome
ing power, but different. It is strange
(ContiR1led on Page 7)
Kamer, Frank

N~:att~~~:~O:e~~~!~P::~m_ r~~~~~~di~ :eel::: ~~ ;~e:~t~~ ~~:t ~:: w':u~~Sbel: c~::~~ti!~7i~

:'~:r~i=~:~~S:fo~~:~,:f~~et~:~ ~:!a~c:O~~~~~~~:~nn~~:~~ a:~ :~e !:ri::~P~~tethjU~~~ic~:!:~d t!:
to the Chief Executive of the nation,

~~ ~:;:~:~~~e

by
anything or exhibited repentance of such undoubted

~te~:twa~: P:or:':~ th~ p:~=~~ ~=o~~ ~~: ~:

;;ne:i~~t:r~!

~~::;ri~nS:h:CO::;::;~i~i~!~~:: ~a:a~~~~t ~:I: ~;:ll~ ~ed:~:!tC~: ::~rT~:n~~~~,orw~~~:: p~:d;'re~!~

for murder would argue quite the opposite. The President's position was
therefore utterly indefensible. Since
the prisoner did not deserve remission,
the executive would be wrong in extending the pardon under the cir-

https://brooklynworks.brooklaw.edu/justinian/vol1933/iss1/1
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Martin, Beers Trust L egality
Speak Before To Be Decided . T ax Service A F ertile Field
Lawyers
Group
--P d f Am
B A
resi ent 0
erican ar 8sociation Discusses ~~Law in
Retrospect and Prospect"

.J

BASIC RULES STRESSED
R egion al Vice-President Describes
Recent Work of the National
Grou p
Legal coordination and a reversion
to the natural law for legal aspe<:ts

was urged by Clarence E. Martin,
President of the American Bar Association in the principal address to the
New York County Lawyers' Association's meeting held Thursday, Janunry 5th.

I Pardon Po\ver

I ~=====================d

The derennil-"-tiO-n-O-f the legality of
the appointment, by the Federal
Court, of the Irving Trust Company
as permanent receiver and trustee in
all bankruptcy cases in Manhattan,
the Bronx, and other counties will be
reached by the United States Circuit
Court within a short time .
At the request of a Brooklyn lawyer, representing a Brooklyn creditor
of a Bronx bankrupt, the Circuit
Court, presided by .Judges Chase,
M"artin, and August Hand, granted
permission to attack the appointment. At present, it is on th~ court
calendar and should be reached within
the next three weeks and determined
within another fortnight.
..
.
.
ThIS WIll be the c.ulmmatlOn of
the many
by.

Pl'Ote~ts re~st:ered.

,~t.

(Continued from Page 1)
phase of prnctice heretofore, exclusively in the domain of the accountant, he pointed out five fields that
were Open to the attorney .seeking
compensation in tax service. First
he named incidental tax service
stress ing the fact that the incidents
of taxation should not be overlooked
~n negotiating a deal or in the drawmg of legal documents. He further
added. th~t awaren~ss o~ taxation is
essential In connection ~l:h contracts
of employment contammg profitsharing clauses, articles of co-partllership and articles of incorporation,
purchases and sales agreements, dissolutions and reorganizations, heatiug, leasing, and royalty arrangemenU;, contracts involving governmental bodies and exempt organiUl-

~~~;y:n~n~h;:;:n:h~~:I~~ri~:~I\~~: tiO~~. a

which invol ve possible Board of Tax
Appeals OJ' court procedure., it is well
to have th~ attorney present at conferences With revenue agents so ;t.s to
make doubly sure that
client's interests are not jeopardized by words
or action analogous to admission
against interest."
Dr. Klein stated t~at where the
case warrants the client s~ould be
represented by a capable tnal attorney when the case appears before the
Tax Bureau,. Cases have be~n lost
because of madequate handling of
proof . He emphasized the fact that
procedure before the Board is simil~r
to court procedure and that thiS
should not be forgotten, since lawyers
alone are able to handle litigation.
But an accountant is necessary to aid
the attorney in the preparation for

~e

~~eth~e~;!:!s.alld

In an effort to coordinate the
American Bar ASSOCiation with the gnnizations, since the monopoly was
granted more than two years ago.
Martin and George E . Beers, regional
T I . 1 0 1'
.
G'
ec Inl ea
)J ectlOu
Ivetl

second field Dr. Klein menin the presentation
tioned the continuous tax service,
stating that there appears to be a
Need for
Service
tendency to spread the accounting
Refunds a~d add1tlOnal. a~sess.
service throughout the year. Thus, ments, ac{..'Ordmg to Dr .. Kl e lll, IS an

speak at the meeting, In a short estate involved, the Bronx lce Cream
introductory address, Mr. Boskln Company. The attorney, objecting,
traced the origin and purpose of the on technical grounds, to the nomina!ion of the Irving Trust Company as
lized in various subsequent associa- trustee, made .by one of the repretions including the American Bar As- sen ted creditors, selected an agent of
sociation which was formed in 1878, his finn to act in that capacity. Refseven years after the New York eree Peter B. Olney, Jr., who presi~ed

:::
the attorney were such that the actuaI or potential tax problem were
submitted to the attorney!'
The
speaker pointed out that many atOOr.
neys rebuff the accountant when he
presents to them a tax problem thus
discouraging future dealings. Many
accountants also believe, in many

great because of the gr:a.t number of
refunds
and addltlOnal assessments.
Not until the. Courts had
callf!d on to
;,th the suffi,cI~nc~ . of refund claIms, stat~d ~r.
Klem, was t.h~re general reahzatt~n
among practitioners that the claIm
~'as a .Iegal document and iha.t essen-

go to the Rubel's chOIce.
However, Judge Alfred C. Coxe of
the Manhattan Federal Court reversed the referee, in reconside ri ng
the decision upon the application of
the disqualified creditor, and made

Klein remarked that in the long run
there is decided economy for the client
in an arrangement whereby accounting advice and legal advice are continuously and concurrently available
for tax problems.

forth l~ claIms all of the
g~und~, on whIch the refun~ was
clalm~d.
Many phase.s . of mcom,e
taxatIon requi.re the t~ammg, expertence, and pomt o~ VI~W of t~e a~
torney,. and that tea sence 0 au

~~:~leSan~. Ci:'s!~r j~~:~ati~~:~
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0; d You Know ·

Of President Tha,t
-t~

(CO'tl.tinu-ed-'-f,... Page OJ
The state O-'-O-I-"O-hOldS bowling
to be illegal?
"The Governor shall have the powel'
The law of the state of California
to grant reprieves, commutations and
pardons" (Ar. lV § 5). But no such makes It illegal to sell an orange in
enumeration or recognition of differ- a California hotel room?
ence is to be found in the United
The city of SenHle bas a cIty ordlStates Constitution,
nance wJ:!.ich requires every bouseThe Circuit Court of Appeals holder to. set at least two rat traps
dally?
which also passed u.l~n the Chapman
case upheld the deCISIon of the lower
In New l\:I.e~ico a state law, makes
court and since the attempt. to bring it unlawful for any vehicle to be
it before the Supreme Court failed, eQ.ulpped with any born or whistle
Chapman was accordingly hanged.
which does not produce a harmoniL
U h III
OU8 and ear pleasing sound '!
ower ~ourt p e
The scenc S~lft~ once m.ore to the
The town of Ool orado SprlJlgs has
ye~r 1927. Thls.t~me JustIce Holmes an ordinance by: which a fine ot $300
deh.vered a.n opinIOn very rr,'uch at can be Imposed on a.walter making
WIth the past. (BIddle. v, an Insulting rema.rk to a customer?

varla~ce

~=;t~~C!~I~~:d U~u~d:r80i~ Ai:s~;l~~

Flor'ldt~

In
imprisonment is the
Hl05 and was condemned to death. punishment for the hiring away of
President Taft commuted the 8ellt- your neighbor's cook?
ence, "to imprisonment for life in a
Here in L\'"e\\' YOl'k it is unlawful to
penitentiary to be designated by.the descend from a balloon in a par:a -

~~~:~:~:!!e:~ ~~eU::,:.,~e~~:~it~';; J~ero!:~l~ iso~h:n~r!~?O~P~~~ ~;ra~~:;";~: ;:'~:!nbeth:d:~:e:: ~~~~e!~~~~ors:~i,~a~~e:h;sN~:f/~; ~t~~;~~y ~~:~::~ ~~s t~;ans~;;~~~
~:~v a!~r~o;,o~:t~o~:~~~~~~ ~~~~~:

~;de

be~n

o~

de~1

chut.?
finally to Leavenworth, Kansas. Ha\,There Is a state law [n nlmsas fo r ing failed on several attempts. to
bidding the flYing of a red flag?
tain a full pardon, he filed 8})pilcatlOn
In ]\OI1;h CaI'OllllR a statute dein the Federal District Court for a clares tha.t twin beds must be at
writ of Habea.s Corpus, on the ground least 2 feet apart?
that his removal and.. the or?er of
(Jalifornla's state law allows oul,..
the President were Without .h1S COllsent and without legal autl~on~y. The a licensed druggist to sell moth

~b-
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ftuence of the American Bar Association in legal .education, legal ethics,
its activity in the science of jurisprudence and how it h as been the
cradle of every step toward refonn
and progressiveness. It was in an ef-

trur~~e"'v'er_

fort to fratemalize the American thcThlrv
.
e ;rnugl"nTruo'nt clohm
e PeanntY"re
Bar Association with t he smaller Asgd
f th M
tta
sociations and bring them in closer
ur\t b e . : a
invitEd
W1
e awa t
WI

it

~u:teel p~oc~

~~~!:C!st:~~~bl!I:~en~:~~n

H opee!for P r ofession al Uni ty
Mr. Beers graduated from T rin ity
Collcge and received his Bachelor and
Master of Laws at Yale. He is n
member of the American Law Institute and has edited several books on
Evidence and an encyclopedia of law.
Mr. Beers opened his address on
"Some Recent Efforts a nd Accomplishments of the American Bar Association" by describing its organization . Some think that lawyers should
be organized like physicians. Others
feel that by memberShip in a local
association, through a series of others
a lawyer would fin ally become a member of the American Bar Association .
The American Bar Association is
working for the unity of the la;wyers
in
United States and ho.pes for a

't~

to set

~~~:~~~~alc~.:!~.'~ay. be fatal

Tax R.etllrns Thi r d Point
Preparation of tax returns was the
speaker's third point. Attorneys, according to him, should not try to
monopolize this field but should co",;th the-aeeo:nn
. --untIlI'
mg the returns, makmg the accountant primarily responsible fOr t.h e oorrect:ness of the return. Further, Dr.
Klem stressed the fact that the field
examinations should not be overlooked, saying that the policy of referring
the revenue agent to the accountant
should be continued. It is, however,
somet~mes the case that the attorney
prevails when the accountant does
not.
~'\vith respect to any items

to th.C
As other Ill ustratIOns of fields In
tax service open to the lawyer he
mentioned constitutional matters involved in taxation, the strict interprc-

~is

to meet conditions.. This. chall~ is
made by the courts In theIr declSlons
wh ich become the basis of all futUre
li~gatio~. When ~e la~ is charged
With. failure to adJust Itsel f to e~o?onucal change: the leg~l profeSSIOn
~s held res~nsIble for 1~ shortcommgs. But 111 every case, It has

th~
~n
~~~rla.r t>t:~een th::r N~lonal an~ :;;sl~~~rethatLah:;er~r~~n~~t ~~~~

~ shSSOCI~IO~
:rs :en
o~. ,ow e erlcan, ar, sso-

quiescent feelingthathav'
t been
d h'
t
mg no
=n
these are adv!rti:ing and
impetus behind every move for rechasing-both of which are injustices form.
.1'.
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an:.to:
of pardons In the law of the Umted
States. A pardon in our days is not
a private act of grace from an individual happening to possess power.
.
-I H. IS pal'
..
tabon of the words and phrases of scheme. \Vhen granted it is the dethese same statutes.
tcrn1inntion of the ultimate authority
As a conclusi~n Dr .. Klein ~t~ted that the public welfare will be better
that the Ways of mcreasmg partlcJpa- served by inflicting less than what the
tioll of the lawyer in tax service are judgment fixed ." Furthennore, "We
~s follows: the acquis~tion of a work- are o.f opinion that the l'1"!asoni~g of
mg knowledge of the lOcome tax law, Burdick v . U. S. 236 U. S. 79, IS not
cooperation with accountants, bar as- to be extended to the present case."
sociation publicity showing the im- And thus the prisoner's consent has
portnnt role which attorneys play in nothing to do with the validity of the
the preservation of tax rights.
pardon.

~~~r~nter:~t.
= = === = ====== 1~peratc

pect" 1\[r. Martin stressed the importance of finding the fundamental
rules of justice in the natural law.
An la not finding its f ndamentals
in
7s based on a falseu philosophy.
Therefore the public should be wary
when they charge that the Jaw is
slow in adjusting itself to the needs
of the people. The concepts of law
are based on reason and never change.
It is the subject matter that changi!s

The Supr(~me Court might have
taken the same position as had Judge
Thomas in the Chapman case, but
disdaine~ ~o do so. Boldly, though .in
our OpinIOn, erroneouslYi lI.JustIce
Holmes. took his stand .as 0 ows:_

II-<I~UH

IIIeg~I PractlceS
.
f NotarleS
.
0
B y D ANIEr; GUT!tIAN, E s q.

(Continued from Page 5)
John P. McCarthy, attorney of Glen
Cove, writes to endorse the suggestion for remedial legislati on, saying,
"Here in this city .a?d throughout
caused by
Notanes "Pubhc are serIOUS, to say

members of the Bar, that one of the
editorials stated, that if all the letters received on the subject were published the publication would asswne
the proportions "of a Cyc or of an
encyclopedia",
In Sl)ite of this, the state licenses

Nassa~ Count~, condltlo~s

th~~e:!' ~aker?f N~w

Ol d S t aud Repudiated
The stand of the Court is unmistakable. The refusal to go into history and the denial that in our days
a pardon is ' a private act of grace,
and that it is for the benefit of the
criminal, is a definite repudiation of
the position held by the Court for a
century, which positi,on in turn was
based upon the Enghsh
of
many centuries. In one fell blow the
whole structure was toppled.
. The
Courlhowever .abused
Its ~Sltion and ove~stePped ~ts au-

p~edent

~~preme

ba:::' Frnnkfm't, J<e"t"cl.-y a merchant JUay be fined $20 or jaJled for
30 days for standing In the door or
l>eckoning to customers?
An ordinance of Htlrtford, Com).,
forbids dramatic readings?
The state legiS lature ot Kan sas is
the source 'Of a l a.w 1n that state requlring public 'bUildingS to be pro vldOO with sufficient cuspidors?
The commOllwealth of Oonnecticut
holds it to be a state offense for a
publtc clock to Indicate daylight
saving time?
The town or Lake Forest, lpmois.
hall an ordinance of
age requiring that every auto on the
street ahall he preceded by a. bi-

lDdeterminat~

cycle?

~===========
meaning totally foreign to the word
and thereby altered that provisi')n
of the Constitution.
Justice Holmes attempted. to bolster
his position by declaring that if a
prisoner coul d rej ect a pardon and
did, the President would be required
to pennit an execution, which he had
decided ought not to take place. The
Justice however was mistaken insofar
as the President has a further power
at his command, viz, the reprieve,
which is essentially different from a
pardon, not being in any sense a for-

~;~~;~~~~r~~tta~:~~f:~~:l~'n:~"l ~~r?~~rlN~ ~;;:r~:~~~nt~ea;~~~t~! ::~::~ ::~h: s:~c;~lafh~~ef::

American Bar Rebuts Attack
Y?rk, refers
ordinary and proper distribution of
The American Bar Association re- to a case In whIch hts cIJent had a ful of their proper functions, plac- prov1slons of. the Constitution, .but we the President by the use of this power
bUsiness, Accident and bankruptcy butted the attack of economists and chattel ~ortgage prepared by a not- ing in their hands a power which they most emphatlcal~y deny the nght of which does not require the consent ot
cases are the only practice not af- socialists with the assertion that law ary pubhc, ,:,ho negl.ected to have the have abused to such an extent as to ~e ~urt to radl~~lIy alte~ the mean- :~: ~~:::t~~~ ~~~~r::::n~:~~~teIY.

~ec~ by economic conditions. Other is ba~ on concrete facts. Custom ~~~t:a:~r d~:f:r~~~~:!~~:~~s ~:~
mvaslOn~ are by those unauthorized creeps l?to and becomes a body ~f that amount was lost by the victim
p~ac"ce la~, The lawyer ,bomd subst~ntive la~, The c~urls are he"- of Ih;s p;ece of def",l;ve legal serv;",

10

Imp~TVlOus
cour~

remain
to the comp,etlbon
of lay a..,."." If these agen .." are
b arred from the
the lawyu
n ot have to be explOited to peddle hIS
services out of retail and can obtain
his business without looking for it.
Bee" closed by
"Bu,;ness
con,tantiy changmg and
mg. If the bar would stick to Its
rights, it I?ust apply itself to the
p roper service to
the demands
of the people. It IS the hope of the
American Bar Association to aid the
lawye~ ~ lin~, up to his and the
peoples Ideals,
1m
rF d
I La
p o rtance 0
un aments
W8
Mr. Martin is the 56th president
of the American Bar Association, He
was president of the West Virginia
State Bar Association when it adopted the code of the American Bar Association, He has made many revisions in contract law. In his address on "Law in Retrosped and Pros-

~r,

~B

~aying,

~eet

~l

expa~d-

tant m allowlllg a SOCIal change to
affect a well-founded rule,
Those
who
the lawyer responsible for
substantive law have no knowledge of
procedure. Lawyers cannot breathe
into the statute economic theories
without Ih. (orce of leg;slation and
then .there ;, alway, the ques l;on of
constitutionality
At present commissions aid in ·judi.cial
But, Mr. Martin claIms, the Supreme
Court should give the Bar the power
to make procedural rules. Our judi·
ciary has sought the truth in all "the
years of reeord. It has been conservative and appreciative of social
atmosphere. It wil1 only open its
thr ottle to progressive thought when
it has well studied the signals of social change. And so closes Mr. Martin: "Put the rule-making power in
the hands of the courts where it belongs and in five years Illore we will
hear no more of the staticism of
laws."
.
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coordi~ation.

constitute a public menace.
.
1t
to me that a false pnde
restrams t he
from attaekmg the subJect more Vigorously. W.e
should face the
and the cond,
tions as . they eXIst, and false
should give way before the reahzation that committees arc being fonned
and organized daily by the various
Bar groups, .tor the
of dispensmg chanly to md'genl membe"
of the profeSSIOn. It would be much
more sound and more fitting if. these
same .attorneys. were Pro.tected In the
practice of their profCSSlon.

~ems

attomey~

F . Irving Hull of Mt. Vernon delores Ihe snbmerg;ng of law erg b
ublic and similar
th
Pf'
d
Pth B
on t ~ P7e eSSlOn, al~~~eslf e ar
toE: e ~ ~s ~ ProT
1 se . f tit
r
Yonk:.:
':.rHe:
to expre" h;s surp";"" Over the faHf th N
Y k B
A
. ti
:::dora: I
inate the
of notaries public.
H
I
f
to the fail
to'
pr:v: soco~~·~:s
by pro~:etiO
notaries Wh~ I~::ulge in the ~ra;tices
,TJrges ~jmjted A.ppoinLments
I ' d f d to the d'ffi lty'n
And so III concluslOn, let me urge
c::~ ~lne 0,. ~e s
1 CU
1
that legislation be passed, limiting
0 mmg conV1C Ion.
the appointment of notaries pUblic to
S t a te Liceuscs Hundreds
duly admitted members of the Bar,
The New York Law .Journal in with the exception of banks, steamlengthy editorials on :March 20th and ship companies, and similar buslnes8
March 22nd, 1930 referred to the institutions, in which cases, officers
abuses by notaries pnblic and stated or employees may be authorized to
that something must be done to rem- acknowledge such papers as are freedy the situation. So great was the quently required to be sworn to in the
interest aroused in the problem by lusual course of their business.

~otaries

~acher~

La';yer:'As:;:;'~!~:'::"

~ac"

f~ont

p~rpose

e~a~:n te:~in;S:I~U:~
p~tiees

u;:;

I

::nt~ l:~. P~:IS;;:m~:s ~!et;;~~

vided definite methods for such alterati,n, and the Supreme Court was nol
mentioned in this connection.
.
Inte n .lion Dlustrated
Our meanmg is probably clear,
But we shall go a little further. In
the Wells case, the Supreme Court
declared that, "when th., words '10
grant paroons' were used m the C?nstitntion, they conveyed to the lnlnd
the authority as exercised by the
English crown, or by its representatiyes in the colonies. At that time
both Englishmen and Americans a~
tached the same meaning to ~e
word ' pardon.'
In the conventlOll
which framed the Constitution, no
effort wa~ made to define or change its
meaning, although it was limited in
cases of impeachment. We must then
give the word the same meaning as
prevailed here and in England at the
time it found a place in the Constitu_
1ion." But this i s precisely what the
Court in the Perovich case refused. to
do. Instead it proceeded to attach a

A final observation to illustrate the
present status of the pardoning power.
A P,esident standing (or reeleet;on,
may extend to h is political opponent
a 1".<Ion 'or murder, 'rea..n, and
other high crilnes, thereby imputing
guilt in regard to such acts, to the
candidate, according to the Supreme

:;,o~:;</~: ~:';~~~~~a~~:I~~~ ;:;'::.~

sel( (.om such ilnpulation, and thereby may suffer

grave personal and

fe~~:~ i~a~:~rlhe~~i~~~s f::~

purpose in the present instance.

TSK! TSK!
_ _ _
Detroit, Mich __ It looked as if William Van Winkle had solved that perplexing question of what to do with
used safety razor blade!:l-until a
neighbor won an injunction restraining Van Winkle from using bis yard
as a dumping groWld for razor blades
and broken bottles.
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Kraus Defines Delaney Chosen Cohen Explains
Public Nuisance As News Editor Legal Doctrine
Cites Prevalent Cases of Law- Announcement of the appointment
HRealistic Jurisprudence," as
fnl . Businesses Conducted
~~ ~o~~P~U~~I~~!:~a~sm~~:sb~d~~~ Strictly American Trend,
In Unl awful ~faDner
IIln E . Canter, Direc:tor of the PubDescribed by Speaker

ORIGIN, mSTORY GIVEN

NEVER SAY DIE
Although it has been ninety-two
years since an Irish gi rl of 24 left
her home in Kilkenny and was never

heard from again, Surrogate George
A. Wingate in Brooklyn refused to
declare her presumably dead .
The relatives, who live in Ireland,

infonned the court that Mary Feehan
left Ireland in 1840 to take a position
as a servant in India. She never

)
-'

communicated with her family. Declaring that if she were alive she
would 'be about 116 years old, they
asked the court to preswne her to be
dead, to enable them to take over her
estate, consisting of the brother's

legacy.
"No single e1em~nt of an unexplained disappearance has been brought to
the attention of the court," Judge
' Vingate said. "The departure from
I reland was a deliberate and planned
venture, known to her family. The
purpose of her going has been established; she left to take up a new
residence thousands of miles away in
India.
Apparently Mary Feehan
never wrote to her brothers or sisters
thereafter. There is no indication
that she intended ever to r eturn."

EXTRADITION LAW
(Continued JrQm Page 1)
that a eithen be given the protedion
of his own state. This leads to conflict, it is held, where extradition it'

men."

https://brooklynworks.brooklaw.edu/justinian/vol1933/iss1/1

demanded by the state where the
crime was committed since it often
necessitates removing a man from hia
own state. An illustration is the
Burns ease, which raised the question of his right to protection by New
Je.t:sey, the state in which he was a
citizen.
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